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Level of harm - Minimal
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harm

Residents Affected - Some

Immediately tell the resident, the resident's doctor and a family member of the resident
 of situations (injury/decline/room, etc.)  that affect the resident.
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
Based on observation, interview, and record review, it was determined the facility failed to:
~ notify the physician of the worsening of a pressure ulcer from stage II to a stage III;
~ notify the physician of a change in condition related to a low blood glucose level of 56; and
~ notify the family of a change in condition related to low blood glucose levels requiring interventions
for two (#400 and #406) of two sampled residents whose clinical records were reviewed for notification of change in
 condition. This had the potential to affect 102 of 102 residents who resided in the facility.
Findings:
1. Resident #400 was admitted to the facility on [DATE] with [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
An admission note, dated 02/03/17, documented, admitted 67 y/o feamle (sic) to sn care . Dx Resp failure, [MEDICAL
 CONDITION], pulm [MEDICAL CONDITION] .healing stage II to coccyx. R toes aputated. (sic) C/o mild pain r/t sinus/flu
A weekly skin check, dated 02/04/17, documented, .Right buttock, pressure sore, pt states she had an old abcess Left lower
 arm, [MEDICAL TREATMENT] port Right foot, toes amputated .
A care plan, dated 02/06/17, documented, .SKIN: .at risk for further episodes of pressure injury r/t need for assistance
 with bed mobility, dx of [MEDICAL CONDITION] .admitted with a pressure ulcer to her right buttock .Goal: .area of pressure
 injury will exhibit progressive signs of healing with no s/sx of complications through the review date .Interventions:
 .Weekly skin checks .administer treatments as ordered and monitor for effectiveness .Assess/record/monitor wound healing
 (weekly). Measure length, width and depth where possible. Assess and document status of wound perimeter, wound bed and
 healing progress. Report improvements and declines to the MD .Monitor/document/report to MD PRN changes in skin status:
 appearance, color, wound healing, s/sx of infection, wound size (length X width X depth), stage .
A weekly wound assessment, dated 02/07/17, documented, Pressure Right buttock length 2 width 1.3 stage III percentage of
 slough 100 .
On 2/13/17 at 10:55 a.m., RN #2 was asked when she would do the wound treatment. She stated, The wound nurse was here this
 morning and did measurements. The resident stated it started as a boil that opened up 3 years ago and closed and then
 reopened.
On 02/14/17 at 9:00 a.m., the DON was asked to provide wound treatment sheets for the resident. The wound treatment sheet
 documented, R buttock stage 3, previous 2x1.3 current 2x1x0.1 order santyl border foam daily, prn.
At 9:30 a.m., the unit manager was asked for the wound consultant report from 02/13/17. She stated, It will be the end of
 the week before the wound nurse will type up report from yesterday.
At 9:46 a.m., the unit manager was asked for the wound consultant report from 02/07/17. She stated she was unable to find
 the wound report.
At 9:53 a.m., the unit manager stated, I dont know if the wound nurse saw her previously. We do measurements weekly. I
 generate the wound report.
At 10:25 a.m., the unit manager was shown the admission note and the wound assessment. She was asked if the wounds described
 were two separate wounds. She stated, It's the same wound.
She was asked if they had taken measurements on admit. She stated, It doesn't appear so. They didn't take measurements. She
 was asked why the measurements were not taken. I dont know. She was asked when the first measurements were taken. She
 stated, On the 7th.
The unit manager was asked if there was documentation for the debridment. She stated, It will be on the wound nurse report
 at end of the week.
She was asked what are the staff supposed to do if a change with the wound occurs. She stated, They would do an SBAR and
 notify the doctor.
On 02/15/17 at 1:30 p.m., RN #2 was asked if the doctor was called with the pressure ulcer changes. Yes, the wound nurse was
 notified.
She was asked where she documented talking to the wound nurse. She stated, I didn't. She just writes down her orders on the
 sheet when she sees the resident.
At 1:43 p.m., the DON was asked if the staff notified the doctor of a change in the pressure ulcer. She stated, The nurse
 practitioner saw her. So they would be aware. But I'm not finding it at this point.
At 2:55 p.m., the DON stated, We do not have a policy for notification of change in condition.
2. Resident #406 was admitted to the facility on [DATE] with [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A physician's orders [REDACTED].FSBS AC and HS before meals and at bedtime .[MEDICATION NAME] Tablet 10 MG Give 2
tablet by
 mouth two times a day for DM .
A diabetic Medication Administration Record, [REDACTED].
02/01/17
0730 (7:30 a.m.) - 98
1100 (11:00 a.m.) - 56
1600 (4:00 p.m.) - 55
2100 (9:00 p.m.) - 116
FSBS F/U 02/01/17
1615 (4:15 p.m.) - 55
1645 (4:45 p.m.) - 76
1715 (5:15 p.m.) - 92
A doctor's order and progress note, dated 02/01/17, documented, [MEDICATION NAME] IM STAT V.O .
A Medication Administration Record, [REDACTED]
 A physician's orders [REDACTED].
A nurse's note, dated 02/02/17 at 8:26 a.m, documented, Spoke with son (name deleted) regarding transport of resident to
 (hospital name deleted) regarding decreased blood sugars. Dr. (name deleted) ordred (sic) resident to be transported.
A nurse's note, dated 02/02/17 at 3:22 p.m., documented, At 1600 (4:00 p.m.) resident was found with BS of 55, she was
 confused and disoriented, attempted to get her to take a few bites of apple pie, sips of cherry limade (sic), rechecked BS
 still 55. discussed with DON, gave glucogon (sic) shot, BS up to 76, still attempting to get her to eat some, she was
 talking and making more sence. (sic) rechecked BS at 1715 (5:15 p.m.) up to 92, she was alert and orinented (sic) at that
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Level of harm - Minimal
harm or potential for actual
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Residents Affected - Some

(continued... from page 1)
 time, still encouraging/assisting to eat, at 2100 (9:00 p.m.) BS was 116, resident alert and oriented, hygeine care
 provided, resident made comfortable and encouraged her to call if she started to feel like her BS was dropping again. said
 she felt much better .
A nurse's note, dated 02/02/17 at 11:48 p.m., documented, late entry for 0230 (2:30 a.m.) fsbs rechecked and was 97.
A doctor's order and progress note, dated 02/02/17, documented, [MEDICATION NAME] IM, repeat in 10 min if FSBS <60. - done
Sent out via EMSA - done
A doctor's progress note, dated 02/02/17, documented, .Problem 1: currently pt is unresponsive not arousable and clammy.
 Chart reviewed FSBS checked found to be <40. [MEDICATION NAME] x 2 given 10 min apart c only partial (not legible) in sugar.
Pt still not awake EMSA called Assessment; Acute [DIAGNOSES REDACTED] <60 unresponsive to [MEDICATION NAME] looks
like pt did not get [MEDICATION NAME] last night .
On 02/15/2017 at 1:50 PM, the DON was asked if anyone notified the doctor regarding the 11 a.m., blood sugar of 56. She
 stated, I don't see any notation on it.
She was asked if they should have notified the doctor with the blood sugar. She stated, Yes.
She was asked if anyone notified the son on 02/01/17 with the change in condition regarding the low blood sugars and giving
 the resident [MEDICATION NAME]. She stated, No, we don't have any notation of that. She was asked if they should have
 notified the son regarding her change of condition. She stated, Yes.
At 2:55 p.m., the DON stated, We do not have a policy for notification of change in condition.

F 0225

Level of harm - Minimal
harm or potential for actual
harm

Residents Affected - Few

1) Hire only people with no legal history of abusing, neglecting or mistreating
 residents; or 2) report and investigate any acts or reports of abuse, neglect or
 mistreatment of residents.
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
Based on record review, staff and resident interviews, and review of facility policy and procedure, it was determined the
 facility failed to conduct a thorough investigation for an allegation of neglect for one (#401) of four residents involved
 in an allegation of neglect. This had the potential to affect all 102 residents who resided in the facility. Findings:
A facility policy titled, Abuse and Neglect Prevention, documented, .Purpose: To establish guidelines that prevents,
 identifies and report resident abuse and neglect .
Policy: The resident has the right to be free from verbal, sexual, physical, and mental abuse, corporal punishment, and
 involuntary seclusion. It is the policy of this facility, to ensure that each resident is treated with dignity and care,
 free from abuse and neglect and to take swift and immediate action to investigate and adjudicate alleged resident abuse and
 neglect .
Investigation: The Administrator and/or designee are responsible for initiation of the investigation immediately upon
 notification of alleged event or findings. The facility will document findings, including witness statements, corrective
 actions, and conclusions in administrative file .
Should an incident or suspected incident of resident abuse, mistreatment, neglect or injury of unknown source be reported,
 the Administrator will appoint a member of management to investigate the alleged incident. The Administrator will file an
 initial report to State agency and others as required by state and local laws .
The individual conducting the investigation will, as a minimum .
c. Interview person(s) reporting the incident;
d. Interview any witnesses to the incident;
e. Interview the resident .
g. Interview all staff members (on all shifts) who have had contact with the resident during the period of the alleged
 incident .
i. Interview other residents to whom the accused employee provides care of services.
j. Review all events leading up to the alleged incident.
k. Witness reports will be in writing. Witnesses will be required to sign and date such reports
While the investigation is being conducted, accused individuals that are employed by the facility will be suspended
 immediately pending outcome of the investigation and be removed from facility to ensure safety of all residents .
Reporting .Once the facility administrator becomes aware of any of these alleged violations, the home must report
 immediately to the designated state agency .no more than 24 hours after the alleged incident is discovered. It is
 irrelevant whether the facility investigated the incident and determined the allegations were unfounded; all alleged
 violations must be reported immediately.
After the facility submits an immediate report of an alleged violation, the facility must conduct a thorough investigation;
 prevent any other incidents from occurring during the course of investigation .
1. Resident #401 was admitted to the facility on [DATE] with [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A care plan, dated 01/25/17, documented, .Focus .ADL Function .she is in need of extensive assist of 1-2 staff for
 .toileting .
Focus .Toileting/elimination .incontinent of b (and) b and is in need of extensive assist .Goal .Res will be clean, dry,
 odor free, and have all her needs met with dignity and respect .Interventions .Check with res frequently for need to toilet
 .provide adult briefs as needed .
An admission assessment, dated, 01/31/17, documented the resident was cognitively alert in skills for daily decision making.
 She did not exhibit any behaviors of rejection of care. She required extensive assistance from staff with bed mobility,
 transfers, toileting, and hygiene. She was always incontinent of bowel and bladder.
On 02/14/17, three facility state reported incident reports were reviewed which had been submitted to the Oklahoma State
 Department of Health on 02/08/17. All three allegations of abuse/neglect/mistreatment were for residents who resided on
 hall 400. A female staff member was identified on the incident reports. The investigations included resident statements
 from residents who resided on hall 400.
A written resident statement, dated 02/08/17, obtained during the investigations for allegations of
 abuse/mistreatment/neglect for facility residents was reviewed. The resident's statement documented, .Have your needs been
 met by nursing? (written in) there (sic) doing there (sic) best .Are you getting your medications? (written in) better than
 other place .Do you have any complaints or issues with nursing? (written in) One x waited to late to answer light (and)
 whole bed had to be (changed).
On 02/14/17 at 1:53 p.m., the resident was asked if staff treat her with dignity and respect. She stated, they don't have
 enough staff on the night shift. She then stated it takes an average of 15 minutes or more to answer my call light.
She further reported, One night about two weeks ago I called out for help and a man answered light and said he would be
 right back and he never came back. She stated, Several hours passed and the next shift came in and had to change my entire
 bed, it was wet with urine. She then stated, I had the super absorbency briefs on and they could not hold all of it.
She stated the incident happened on the night shift. She reported, Staff were notified when the next shift came on what
 happened. That a man said he would be right back to help and didn't and I wet myself through my brief and that was why the
 entire bed was wet with urine.
At 3:16 p.m., the administrator reported several investigations for abuse/mistreatment had been completed on 02/08/17. She
 reported an identified female staff member had been suspended during the investigation and would be terminated if she
 returned to the facility. She reported the staff member had not returned phone calls or come to the facility but would not
 be allowed to continue employment.
She was asked who obtained resident statements during the investigation. She reported the DON and the staff coordinator had
 conducted interviews with residents on hall 400 as part of the investigation.
She was then asked to review the resident statement from 02/08/17. She was asked if she had obtained this statement from the
 resident and what action would she have taken. She stated she would have asked the resident how long she felt she had to
 wait on staff to answer her call light and to meet her needs. She stated if the resident reported her wait was long she
 would have considered the statement an allegation of neglect.
The DON stated she had not obtained this statement. She reported the staffing coordinator had received the resident's
 statement and he was out sick for the day. She was asked if she had received the statement what action would she have
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(continued... from page 2)
 taken. She stated, I would have asked her how long she had to wait and if she waited over 10 to 15 minutes. She then stated
 if she had to wait over 15 minutes she would interview other residents to determine if other residents had similar
 complaints. She reported she would complete staff retraining and possible disciplinary action for identified staff members.
 She further stated she would investigate and find out what shift the incident occurred on, what time, and who worked the
 shift.
She then stated the incident could indicate possible neglect and required further investigation.
A facsimile report, dated 02/14/17 at 7:53 p.m., documented, (checked box) initial .incident date 02/08/17
 Resident(s)/Client(s) Involved .(named resident #401) .incident type .allegation of neglect .Description of incident
 .Resident reported allegation of neglect stated CNA came in room turned off light and did not return, resident reported she
 soiled the bed. CNA suspended pending investigation .
On 02/15/17 at 10:03 a.m., the administrator reported an initial report had been submitted to the OSDH for the resident. She
 then stated a male staff member matching the description given by the resident had been suspended pending the
 investigation.
She was then asked to review the resident's statement from 02/08/17. She was asked if the statement is an allegation of
 neglect. She stated yes. She was then asked what does the facility policy require if a staff member recieves this statement
 from a resident. She stated, They should report it to the DON and administrator and then we should initiate an
 investigation.
She was asked if the facility abuse policy was followed for this allegation of neglect. She stated, No, we should have
 looked deeper.
On 02/15/17 at 11:19 a.m., the staff coordinator was asked to review the resident's statement. He was then asked if he had
 obtained the statement. He reported the statement was not documented in his hand writing. He reported the DON and himself
 were the only staff members who gathered resident statements. He then handed the statement to the DON. She reviewed the
 hand writing again and reported she had taken the statement.
The DON was then asked if she had initiated an investigation when the statement was received from the resident. She stated
 she had not.
At 11:22 a.m., the regional nurse consultant reported she interviewed the resident on 02/14/17. She stated the resident
 seemed a little confused initially and then gave a description of a male black aid. The resident reported the aide answered
 the call light and said he would come back and did not. She stated she never put her call light back on. She stated the
 next shift came in and had to change the entire bed. She stated the resident reported the incident occurred, A week or so
 ago. She reported the male nurse aid who matched the description was suspended on 02/14/17.

F 0226

Level of harm - Minimal
harm or potential for actual
harm

Residents Affected - Few

Develop policies that prevent mistreatment, neglect, or abuse of residents or theft of
 resident property.
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
Based on record review, staff and resident interviews, and review of facility policy and procedure, it was determined the
 facility failed to ensure their abuse policy and procedure was implemented for completing a thorough investigation for an
 allegation of neglect for one (#401) of four residents involved in an allegation of neglect. This had the potential to
 affect all 102 residents who resided in the facility. Findings:
A facility policy titled, Abuse and Neglect Prevention, documented, .Purpose: To establish guidelines that prevents,
 identifies and report resident abuse and neglect .
Policy: The resident has the right to be free from verbal, sexual, physical, and mental abuse, corporal punishment, and
 involuntary seclusion. It is the policy of this facility, to ensure that each resident is treated with dignity and care,
 free from abuse and neglect and to take swift and immediate action to investigate and adjudicate alleged resident abuse and
 neglect .
Investigation: The Administrator and/or designee are responsible for initiation of the investigation immediately upon
 notification of alleged event or findings. The facility will document findings, including witness statements, corrective
 actions, and conclusions in administrative file .
Should an incident or suspected incident of resident abuse, mistreatment, neglect or injury of unknown source be reported,
 the Administrator will appoint a member of management to investigate the alleged incident. The Administrator will file an
 initial report to State agency and others as required by state and local laws .
The individual conducting the investigation will, as a minimum .
c. Interview person(s) reporting the incident;
d. Interview any witnesses to the incident;
e. Interview the resident .
g. Interview all staff members (on all shifts) who have had contact with the resident during the period of the alleged
 incident .
i. Interview other residents to whom the accused employee provides care of services.
j. Review all events leading up to the alleged incident.
k. Witness reports will be in writing. Witnesses will be required to sign and date such reports
While the investigation is being conducted, accused individuals that are employed by the facility will be suspended
 immediately pending outcome of the investigation and be removed from facility to ensure safety of all residents .
Reporting .Once the facility administrator becomes aware of any of these alleged violations, the home must report
 immediately to the designated state agency .no more than 24 hours after the alleged incident is discovered. It is
 irrelevant whether the facility investigated the incident and determined the allegations were unfounded; all alleged
 violations must be reported immediately.
After the facility submits an immediate report of an alleged violation, the facility must conduct a thorough investigation;
 prevent any other incidents from occurring during the course of investigation .
1. Resident #401 was admitted to the facility on [DATE] with [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A care plan, dated 01/25/17, documented, .Focus .ADL Function .she is in need of extensive assist of 1-2 staff for
 .toileting .
Focus .Toileting/elimination .incontinent of b (and) b and is in need of extensive assist .Goal .Res will be clean, dry,
 odor free, and have all her needs met with dignity and respect .Interventions .Check with res frequently for need to toilet
 .provide adult briefs as needed .
An admission assessment, dated 01/31/17, documented the resident was cognitively alert in skills for daily decision making.
 She did not exhibit any behaviors of rejection of care. She required extensive assistance from staff with bed mobility,
 transfers, toileting, and hygiene. She was always incontinent of bowel and bladder.
On 02/14/17, three facility state reported incident reports were reviewed which had been submitted to the Oklahoma State
 Department of Health on 02/08/17. All three allegations of abuse/neglect/mistreatment were for residents who resided on
 hall 400. A female staff member was identified on the incident reports. The investigations included resident statements
 from residents who resided on hall 400.
A written resident statement, dated 02/08/17, obtained during the investigations for allegations of
 abuse/mistreatment/neglect for facility residents was reviewed. The resident's statement documented, .Have your needs been
 met by nursing? (written in) there (sic) doing there (sic) best .Are you getting your medications? (written in) better than
 other place .Do you have any complaints or issues with nursing? (written in) One x waited to late to answer light (and)
 whole bed had to be (changed).
On 02/14/17 at 1:53 p.m., the resident was asked if staff treat her with dignity and respect. She stated,
it takes an average of 15 minutes or more to answer my call light.
She further reported, One night about two weeks ago I called out for help and a man answered light and said he would be
 right back and he never came back. She stated, Several hours passed and the next shift came in and had to change my entire
 bed, it was wet with urine. She then stated, I had the super absorbency briefs on and they could not hold all of it.
She stated the incident happened on the night shift. She reported, Staff were notified when the next shift came on what
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 happened. That a man said he would be right back to help and didn't and I wet myself through my brief and that was why the
 entire bed was wet with urine.
At 3:16 p.m., the administrator reported several investigations for abuse/mistreatment had been completed on 02/08/17. She
 reported an identified female staff member had been suspended during the investigation and would be terminated if she
 returned to the facility. She reported the staff member had not returned phone calls or come to the facility but would not
 be allowed to continue employment.
She was asked who obtained resident statements during the investigation. She reported the DON and the staff coordinator had
 conducted interviews with the residents on hall 400 as part of the investigation.
She was then asked to review the resident statement from 02/08/17. She was asked if she had obtained this statement from the
 resident what action would she have taken. She stated she would have asked the resident how long she felt she had to wait
 on staff to answer her call light and meet her needs. She stated if the resident reported her wait was long she would have
 considered the statement an allegation of neglect.
At 3:26 p.m., the DON was asked to review the resident's statement taken on 02/08/17. She stated she had not obtained this
 statement. She reported the staffing coordinator had received the resident's statement and he was out sick for the day. She
 was asked if she had received the statement what action would she have taken. She stated, I would have asked her how long
 she had to wait and if she waited over 10 to 15 minutes. She then stated if she had to wait over 15 minutes she would
 interview other residents to determine if other residents had similar complaints. She reported she would complete staff
 retraining and possible disciplinary action for identified staff members. She further stated she would investigate and find
 out what shift the incident occurred on, what time, and who worked the shift.
She then stated the incident could indicate possible neglect and required further investigation.
A facsimile report, dated 02/14/17 at 7:53 p.m., documented, (checked box) initial .incident date 02/08/17
 Resident(s)/Client(s) Involved .(named resident #401) .incident type .allegation of neglect .Description of incident
 .Resident reported allegation of neglect stated CNA came in room turned off light and did not return, resident reported she
 soiled the bed. CNA suspended pending investigation .
On 02/15/17 at 10:03 a.m., the administrator reported an initial report had been submitted to the OSDH for the resident. She
 then stated a male staff member matching the description given by the resident had been suspended pending the
 investigation.
She was then asked to review the resident's statement from 02/08/17. She was asked if the statement is an allegation of
 neglect. She stated yes. She was then asked what does the facility policy require if a staff member recieves this statement
 from a resident. She stated, They should report it to the DON and administrator and then we should initiate an
 investigation.
She was asked if the facility abuse policy was followed for this allegation of neglect. She stated, No, we should have
 looked deeper.
At 11:19 a.m., the staff coordinator was asked to review the resident's statement. He was then asked if he had obtained the
 statement. He reported the statement was not documented in his hand writing. He reported the DON and himself were the only
 staff members who gathered resident statements. He then handed the statement to the DON. She reviewed the hand writing
 again and reported she had taken the statement.
The DON was then asked if she had initiated an investigation when the statement was received by the resident. She stated she
 had not.
At 11:22 a.m., the regional nurse consultant reported she had interviewed the resident on 02/14/17. She stated the resident
 seemed a little confused initially and then gave a description of a male black aide. The resident reported the aide
 answered the call light and said he would come back and did not. She stated she never put her call light back on. She
 stated the next shift came in and had to change the entire bed. She stated the resident reported the incident occurred, A
 week or so ago. She reported the male nurse aide who matched the description was suspended on 02/14/17.

F 0241

Level of harm - Minimal
harm or potential for actual
harm

Residents Affected - Some

Provide care for residents in a way that keeps or builds each resident's dignity and
 respect of individuality.
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
Based on observation, interview, and record review, it was determined the facility failed to provide care in a manner which
 promoted quality of life for seven (#49, #56, #206, #210, #219, #258, and #401) of 40 residents who were reviewed regarding
 dignity. The facility identified 102 residents resided at the facility. Findings:
1. Resident #49 had [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A 30 day comprehensive assessment, dated 02/03/17, documented the resident had a BIMS score of 14. This score indicated the
 resident was cognitively intact with skills for daily decision making. The assessment documented the resident required
 extensive assistance with activities of daily living and was always incontinent of bladder and bowel.
On 02/07/17 at 11:22 a.m., the resident was asked if staff treated her with respect and dignity. She stated, No. She stated
 she had to wait a long time for care. She stated, I tell them I have to go to the bathroom and sometimes they come too late
 and I dirty myself.
A care plan, dated 02/09/17, documented, .Focus: Toileting/Elimination: .incontinent of b&b and in need of extensive assist
 of 1-2 staff for toileting and adjusting clothing .Goal: pt will move towards improvement it (sic) toileting needs .pt will
 continue to have all needs met .Interventions: assist as needed, encourage pt to ask for assistance .call light in reach
 .check w pt frequently to see if she needs assistance with toileting needs .continue with therapy .keep skin clean & dry,
 provide peri care as needed .monitor/document incontinence .
02/09/2017 at 2:20 p.m., the resident was asked about the episodes when she was incontinent after waiting for staff to come.
 She stated it took a long time for staff to answer her light. She stated she would push the call light as soon as she felt
 she needed to go to the bathroom and by the time they came she would be incontinent of bowel. She was asked how that made
 her feel. She stated, Terrible, very upset. She stated it had happened a few times recently.
On 02/14/17 at 9:14 a.m., the resident's call light was on when the surveyor entered the hall. RN #3 and CMA #2 were
 observed on the other end of the hall from the resident's room. They were observed to stand at the treatment and medication
 carts. They were observed to go in and out of residents' rooms near the location of the carts. No nurse aides were observed
 on the hall. The resident's call light continued to alarm.
At 9:27 a.m., CNA #6 was observed to enter the hall from the dining area and answered the resident's light.
At 9:35 a.m., the CNA left the resident's room with a bag of clothing and went into the hopper room.
At 9:36 a.m., the resident was asked what had occurred. She stated she had turned on her call light before 9:00 a.m. and no
 one came in until just now when the aide came in and helped her with incontinent care. She stated, It took about 45 minutes
 for them to come in and help me. She stated, Sometimes I start yelling when they don't get here for a while then someone
 will come.
At 9:40 a.m., CNA #9 returned to the hall. She stated she had been in the dining room passing breakfast trays. She was asked
 who answered the call lights when she was away from the hall. She stated, The nurses and CMAs are supposed to help answer
 lights when the CNAs are busy or off the hall but that does not happen. She stated they had talked about it in staff
 meetings but it was still an issue.
At 9:45 a.m., CNA #6 was asked where she had been before she returned to the hall. She stated she was off the hall and had
 went to the dining room to see if any residents were ready to return to their room after breakfast. She was asked who
 answered the call lights when the aides were off the hall. She stated, Other staff are supposed to help but they are busy
 with their assignments and don't always have time to help so resident have to wait until a CNA is available to answer the
 light. She was asked if residents ever experienced incontinence while they were waiting for care to be provided. She
 stated, Sometimes it does take up to 45 minutes to answer a light and residents can be incontinent during the time they are
 waiting for assistance.
At 9:50 a.m., CMA #2 was asked what the process was to answer call lights. She stated they should be answered as soon as
 they were aware of one alarming by any staff available. She was informed of the observation of the resident's call light
 alarming for 13 minutes when she was at the medication cart and going in and out of other residents' rooms at the other end
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 of the hall. She stated, I probably did not see it, it doesn't beep very loud on this hall so I don't see them unless I'm
 looking.
On 02/15/17 at 10:30 a.m., the DON was asked how long it should take staff to answer a call light. She stated they should
 answer as quickly as possible and not longer than 10 to 15 minutes. She stated, That would be too long. She stated they had
 plenty of staff and she did not know why it would take so long to answer a call light. She was asked if she was aware of
 staff taking an extended period of time to answer call lights. She stated no.
2. Resident #210 had [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A 30 day comprehensive assessment, dated 02/07/17, documented the resident had a BIMS score of 15. This score indicated the
 resident was cognitively intact with skills for daily decision making. The assessment documented the resident required
 limited to extensive assistance with activities of daily living and was frequently incontinent of bladder and bowel.
On 02/07/17 at 2:07 p.m., the resident was asked if staff treated her with respect and dignity. She stated, No. She stated
 she had to wait for up to one hour to receive a pain pill and help to the bathroom. She stated staff had also came in
 recently and did not speak to her roommate kindly. She stated they used a gruff tone when they spoke and it upset her. She
 stated she had to tell staff over and over to turn out her light and close her door. She stated they would still come in
 and leave the light on and the door open. She stated there was no positive response regarding these issues and staff
 continued to leave on the light and not close the door. She stated she was not able to do it herself or she would.
The resident stated she usually waited 15 to 20 minutes after she turned on her call light for someone to come in. She
 stated sometimes staff came in, left to tell someone else, and then it would be another 15 to 20 minutes before they
 returned. She stated it sometimes took up to one hour for staff to take care of her needs.
A care plan, dated 02/10/17, documented, .Focus: ADLs: .has adls challenges d/t weakness, chronic back pain, obesity,
 orthostatic [MEDICAL CONDITION], hx falls, low back pain, [MEDICAL CONDITIONS] & collapse, muscle wasting, and need
for ext
 assist with bed mobility, transfers, toileting, bathing, limited assist w/ ambulation, dressing, grooming .Goal: pt will
 move towards improvement in adls .Interventions: assist as needed .call light in reach .continue with therapy .encourage
 self care .
Focus: Elimination: .has incontinent episodes of bowel & bladder. She needs ext assist with toileting .Goal: pt will move
 towards improvement in toileting needs .pt will continue to have all needs met .Interventions: assist as needed .call light
 in reach .check w pt frequently to see if she needs assistance with toileting needs .continue with therapy .encourage self
 care .keep skin clean & dry, provide peri care as needed .
On 02/15/17 at 10:30 a.m., the DON was asked how long it should take staff to answer a call light. She stated they should
 answer as quickly as possible and not longer than 10 to 15 minutes. She stated, That would be too long. She stated they had
 plenty of staff and she did not know why it would take so long to answer a call light. She was asked if she was aware of
 staff taking up to one hour to answer call lights or speaking to residents in an unkind manner. She stated, No, absolutely
 not. She was asked if it was appropriate for staff to speak to residents in an unkind manner. She stated no. She stated she
 had been made aware of some concerns the previous day regarding call lights not answered timely, staff not speaking
 appropriately to residents, and was doing an investigation. She was asked if the facility had a policy regarding dignity.
At 2:55 p.m., the DON stated there was not a policy regarding dignity.
3. Resident #219 had [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A care plan, dated 10/19/16, documented, .Focus: Bowel and Bladder .requires extensive assistance with toileting .is
 continent of bowel and bladder. Goal: Patient will move towards improvement in toileting needs .Interventions: Assist as
 needed, encourage self care, keep skin clean and dry, provide peri care as needed, check with patient frequently to see if
 she needs assist with toileting, and keep call light in reach .
A quarterly assessment, dated 01/03/17, documented the resident had a BIMS score of 15. This score indicated the resident
 was cognitively intact with skills for daily decision making. The assessment documented the resident required extensive
 assistance with activities of daily living and was continent of bladder and bowel.
A nurse's note, dated 01/15/17, documented, .Resident has been using her call light at times approx every five min. Calling
 daughter in law with complaints of staff not helping her or not willing to answer her call light. Daughter in law spoke
 with the CNA telling her to leave resident up in chair for awhile .
On 02/07/17 at 1:50 p.m., the resident was asked if staff treated her with respect and dignity. She stated, No. She stated
 sometimes staff were sassy to her and she had to wait a long time for help to the bathroom. She stated she had been
 incontinent due to waiting for staff to come and help her.
On 02/09/17 at 2:28 p.m., the resident was asked how often staff were not answering her call light before she became
 incontinent. She stated, It's happened a few times. She was asked how did that make you feel. She stated, Very embarrassing.
On 02/15/17 at 10:30 a.m., the DON was asked how long it should take staff to answer a call light. She stated they should
 answer as quickly as possible and not longer than 10 to 15 minutes. She stated, That would be too long. She stated they had
 plenty of staff and she did not know why it would take so long to answer a call light. She was asked if she was aware of
 staff taking up to one hour to answer call lights or speaking to residents in an unkind manner. She stated, No, absolutely
 not. She was asked if it was appropriate for staff to speak to residents in an unkind manner. She stated no. She stated she
 had been made aware of some concerns the previous day regarding call lights not answered timely, staff not speaking
 appropriately to residents, and was doing an investigation. She was asked if the facility had a policy regarding dignity.
At 2:55 p.m., the DON stated there was not a policy regarding dignity.
4. Resident #258 had [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A care plan, dated 01/16/17, documented, Focus .has the potential for impaired skin integrity r/t: decreased mobility
 .Interventions .apply pressure reduction mattress to bed .anticipate and meet needs. Be sure call light is within reach and
 respond promptly .
An admission assessment, dated 01/21/17, documented the resident was cognitive in skills for daily decision making, required
 extensive assistance from staff with bed mobility, transfers, and had bilateral lower extremity range of motion limitation.
On 02/06/17 at 3:15 p.m., the resident was asked if staff treated her with dignity and respect. She stated she had an
 incident with one person. She stated, She is very rude to me. She then stated her specialty air mattress went flat last
 night. She stated, I yelled and saw the nurse aide just walk by my room. She did not stop to see what I needed.
She further stated, I felt this was not life threatening so I didn't tell anyone.
On 02/14/17 at 9:48 a.m., the resident was asked if she had experienced any further concerns with staff. She stated, No more
 issues with staff being rude. She then stated, I avoid her now. If she comes and asks me if I need anything I just say no.
 She further stated she had not seen the staff member again since last week.
On 02/15/17 at 9:47 a.m., the DON was notified the resident had complained a staff member was rude to her and the same staff
 member walked by when the call light was on and she was yelling out for help. She stated the concerns would require
 investigation. She was asked if she felt the incidence was a possible dignity concern. She stated yes.
5. Resident #56 had [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
An admission assessment, dated 01/11/17, documented the resident was cognitive in skills for daily decision making, did not
 exhibit any behaviors, and required extensive assistance from staff with transfers, toileting and bathing. The assessment
 documented the resident required limited assistance with ambulation and used a walker or wheelchair for ambulation.
A care plan, dated 01/18/17, documented, .Focus .Pain: .reports pain as high as an 8 r/t recent lumbar fx. She reports
 chronic pain r/t RA and polymyalgia .Intervention: Anticipate resident's need for pain relief and respond as soon as
 possible to any complaint of pain .Anticipate and meet needs. Be sure call light is within reach and respond promptly to
 all requests for assistance .
A physician's orders [REDACTED].Tylenol Tablet 325 mg .Give 2 .every 6 hours as needed for pain/fever .
On 02/07/17 at 10:40 a.m., the resident was asked if staff treat her with dignity and respect. She stated she requested two
 Tylenol at 4:00 a.m. this morning. She reported she turned her call light on, a nurse aide responded, and said he would let
 the nurse know. She then stated she waited and the nurse did not come to her room or bring her Tylenol. She then stated she
 turned her call light on again and waited and no staff member answered her call light. She stated she waited a total of 30
 minutes and then decided to use her walker to ambulate herself down to the nurse's station and request two Tylenol. She
 stated the nurse at the desk said her nurse was on break. The nurse at the desk gave the resident two Tylenol. She then
 stated, The nurse made me feel so small. Her voice was not pleasant when she talked to me.
A written resident statement, dated 02/08/17, obtained during an investigation for an allegation of abuse/mistreatment for
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 [REDACTED]. The resident's statement documented, .Have nursing staff been courteous? One (at) 4 am a little short.
On 02/10/17, the resident was discharged to home from the facility.
On 02/14/17 at 3:20 p.m., the DON was asked to review the resident's statement obtained during a facility investigation on
 02/08/17. She was then notified of the incident the resident reported to the surveyor. She was asked if she considered the
 reported concern a dignity issue. She stated, Yes.
She then stated during the interview with the resident she asked her to explain the incident. She stated the resident
 reported, Well I don't know I think maybe they are just a little short sometimes.
6. Resident #401 had [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A care plan, dated 01/25/17, documented, .Focus .ADL Function .she is in need of extensive assist of 1-2 staff for
 .toileting .
Focus .Toileting/elimination .incontinent of b (and) b and is in need of extensive assist .Goal .Res will be clean, dry,
 odor free, and have all her needs met with dignity and respect .Interventions .Check with res frequently for need to toilet
 .provide adult briefs as needed .
An admission assessment, dated 01/31/17, documented the resident was cognitively alert in skills for daily decision making,
 did not exhibit any behaviors of rejection of care, required extensive assistance from staff with bed mobility, transfers,
 toileting, hygiene, and was always incontinent of bowel and bladder.
A written resident statement, dated 02/08/17, obtained during an investigation for an allegation of abuse/mistreatment for
 [REDACTED]. The resident's statement documented, .Do you have any complaints or issues with nursing? One x waited to late
 to answer light (and) whole bed had to be (changed).
On 02/14/17 at 1:53 p.m., the resident was asked if staff treat her with dignity and respect. She stated it took an average
 of 15 minutes or more to answer the call light.
She further stated, One night about two weeks ago I called out for help and a man answered the light and said he would be
 right back and he never came back. She stated, Several hours passed and the next shift came in and had to change my entire
 bed, it was wet with urine. She then stated, I had the super absorbency briefs on and they could not hold all of it.
She stated the incident happened on the night shift. She stated, Staff were notified when the next shift came on what
 happened. That a man said he would be right back to help and didn't and I wet myself through my brief and that was why the
 entire bed was wet with urine.
On 02/14/17 at 3:26 p.m., the DON was asked to review the resident's statement taken on 02/08/17. She was then notified of
 the incident the resident described to the surveyor. She was asked if the concerns could be considered a dignity issue. She
 stated, Yes, definitely.
7. Resident #206 had [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
An admission assessment, dated 01/24/17, documented the resident was moderately impaired in cognitive skills for daily
 decision making, did not exhibit any behaviors, required extensive assistance with transfers, ambulation, hygiene, and
 bathing. The assessment also documented the resident was occasionally incontinent of urine and was always continent of
 bowel.
A care plan, updated 02/06/17, documented, .Focus: .has a R [MEDICAL CONDITION] r/t fall .Interventions .Anticipate and meet
 needs. Be sure call light is within reach and respond promptly to all requests for assistance .
Focus: Pain: .has chronic pain and rates her pain (at) 7 .She states she is in pain almost constantly .Interventions
 .Anticipate resident's need for pain relief and respond as soon as possible to any complaint of pain .
Focus: Falls: .is at risk for falls d/t balance problems, hx of falls .need for extensive assist with transfers and mobility
 .Interventions .Anticipate and meet the resident's needs. Encourage the resident to call for assistance .
Focus: Toileting: .has incontinent episodes of bladder at times and is in need of extensive assist .Goal .Res will be clean,
 dry, odor free, and have all her needs met with dignity and respect .Interventions .check with res frequently to see if she
 needs assist with toileting. Keep call light within easy reach of res .
On 02/06/17 at 2:45 p.m., the resident was asked if staff treated her with respect and dignity. She stated, Some do, some
 don't. She was then asked if she could describe any incidents when she felt staff did not respect her dignity. She stated
 some staff are sweet and answer her call and empty her bedside commode but others do not. She then stated, her concerns are
 with the night shift staff. She stated They are not on the ball. She stated they have problems giving her pain medications
 timely and answering the call light can take one to two hours. She reported this happens frequently on the night shift.
She further stated, They huff and say I will be back in a minute and it takes a while. That is disrespectful.
On 02/15/17 at 9:47 a.m., the DON was notified of the resident's complaints. She was asked if the described concerns could
 be considered a dignity issue. She stated yes. She further stated the identified concerns would require investigation.
.

F 0272

Level of harm - Minimal
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Conduct initial and periodic assessments of each resident's functional capacity.
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
Based on interview and record review, it was determined the facility failed to comprehensively assess one (#405) of one
 resident who was reviewed for smoking. The facility identified one resident who currently smoked. Findings:
A facility policy and procedure for smoking safety, dated 3/2016, documented, .Residents who smoke tobacco products shall
 have a Smoking Assessment completed upon admission, quarterly and PRN .Risk factors identified through the assessment
 process shall be used in the development of the care plan .
Resident #405 was admitted to the facility on [DATE] with [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
No smoking assessment was completed on 10/13/16 during admission.
A progress note, dated 10/17/16 at 12:01 p.m., documented, .pt. refused nicotine patch. cigarettes cont. to be locked up on
 med cart. pt has not voiced wanting to go outside to smoke .
A progress note, dated 10/18/16 at 11:24 a.m., documented, .Pt. A&O with confusion today. able to voice needs. unable to
 follow instructions well this shift. pt ambulates unassisted on and off the unit. refuses a walker. pt continues to go
 outside to smoke unattended after education about having supervision while outside for safety and pt voicing understanding
 of such .
An incident report, dated 10/19/16 at 2:11 a.m., documented, .Res. had been smoking in his room .Explained to res. that he
 wasn't allowed to smoke in room, and there were designated places to smoke. Did ask res. for his cig.'s and lighter, and he
 did give them .
At 2:21 a.m., a progress note, documented, .Incident note .Informed by staff that res. had been smoking in his room. Aide
 could smell cig. smoke in room but at that time res. had already finished. Res. was unable to remember that he was smoking.
 Was shuffling around room. Couldn't remember what he was looking for. Had given aide his cig. and lighter. Did explain to
 res. that he could not smoke in facility, and that there were designated areas. Res. did show understanding .
At 5:34 a.m., a progress note, documented, .Res. has had no further episodes of smoking in his room noted .
At 8:23 p.m., a progress note, documented, .resident was smoking in his room .opened door he put it out and hid cigarettes
 in the top drawer of his bedside table. Resident informed of no smoking in building and asked to give cigarettes to staff
 to be placed on med cart. resident did agree and cigarettes are currently on cart .
A smoking assessment, dated 10/19/16, documented, .had cognitive loss .dexterity problems .requires supervision with smoking
 .
An admission assessment, dated 10/20/16, documented the resident had a BIMS score of 12. This score indicated the resident
 was moderately impaired for daily decision making. The assessment documented the resident had inattention, disorganized
 thinking, and had no behaviors, The assessment documented the resident had wandered in the past one to three days. The
 assessment did not address the resident's use of tobacco products.
A care plan, dated 10/20/16, did not address the resident's smoking or interventions put into place to prevent unsafe
 smoking.
The e-chart, dated 10/20/16, documented the resident discharged from the facility with family.
On 02/14/17 at 1:43 p.m., MDS coordinator #2 was asked if a smoking assessment had been done upon admission for the
 resident. She stated, No, the smoking assessment had not been done for the resident upon admission.
At 2:18 p.m., LPN #2 was asked what assessments are to be done for all newly admitted residents. She stated, A head to toe,
 admit screener, AIMS, pain, fall, elopement, hydration, pressure risk and a smoking assessment, if the resident smoked,
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 were to be done upon admission. She was asked if the resident had a smoking assessment on admission. The LPN reviewed the
 resident's e-chart and stated no the nurse that had admitted the resident did not do a smoking assessment for the resident
 upon admission.

F 0278

Level of harm - Minimal
harm or potential for actual
harm

Residents Affected - Few

Make sure each resident receives an accurate assessment by a qualified health
 professional.
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
Based on interview and record review, it was determined the facility failed to accurately complete an assessment for one
 (#171) of one resident whose assessment was reviewed for completeness and accuracy. The facility identified 102 residents
 resided in the facility and required an assessment. Findings:
Resident #171 was admitted to the facility on [DATE] with [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
The facility's e-chart for weights/vitals, dated 8/29/16, had no height documented for the resident.
An admit/readmit screener, dated 08/29/16, had no height or weight documented.
A nutritional diet history, dated 09/02/16, had no height and weight documented.
An admission 5 day assessment, dated 9/5/16, had no documentation of the resident's height.
A modification of the 5 day assessment, dated 9/5/16, had no documentation of the resident's height.
An admission 14 day assessment, dated 9/12/16, had no documentation of the resident's height.
The facility's e-chart for weights/vitals, dated 9/19/16, had no height documented for the resident.
An admission assessment, dated 9/26/16, had no documentation of the resident's height.
02/08/2017 at 10:08 a.m., the DON was asked for the height of the resident. She reviewed the resident's records and stated,
 There was no height recorded.
At 2:25 p.m., MDS coordinator #2 was asked if the height of the resident had been obtained. She reviewed the MDS and the
 e-chart of the resident. She stated, No, the resident's height was not obtained so I couldn't put it in.
She was asked what she did if the height was not available. She stated, I e-mail the DON and have her address the issue with
 the nurses. I usually look in the admission screener, the dietician report and the hospital records before I put a height.
She was asked if the MDS required a height be recorded. She stated, Yes, it does and it should have be documented.

F 0279

Level of harm - Minimal
harm or potential for actual
harm

Residents Affected - Some

Develop a complete care plan that meets all of a resident's needs, with timetables and
 actions that can be measured.
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
Based on interview and record review, it was determined the facility failed to fully develop a comprehensive care plan
 regarding hospice care, diabetes, wandering, smoking, and/or psychoactive medications for four (#152, #176, #388, and #405)
 of 15 sampled residents whose care plans were reviewed. This had the potential to affect 102 residents who resided in the
 facility. Findings:
A facility policy and procedure for smoking safety, dated 3/2016, documented, .Residents who smoke tobacco products shall
 have a Smoking Assessment completed upon admission, quarterly and PRN .Risk factors identified through the assessment
 process shall be used in the development of the care plan .
A facility elopement guideline overview, dated June 2016, documented, .Each facility takes a proactive approach for new
 residents admitted and will assess each resident for elopement risk upon admission. If a resident is assessed as at risk
 for elopement, a Plan of Care is to be initiated upon admission .
An elopement guidelines practice guidelines, dated June 2016, documented, .Upon admission, if the resident is identified to
 be at risk for elopement, appropriate interventions are developed and implemented per the Plan of Care .Care Plan is
 developed upon admission. If the resident is identified as at risk for elopement, the Care Plan should address the
 contributing risk factors, including but not limited to:
a. Ambulation status;
b. Mental staus;
c. Resistance to long term care placement;
d. History of elopement;
e. Diseases or medications that may cause confusion/disorientation; and
f. Indications or [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
1. Resident #388 was admitted to the facility on [DATE] with a [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A monthly physician's orders [REDACTED]. The physician's orders [REDACTED].
On 02/13/17 at 2:59 p.m., the unit manager was asked if the resident had been receiving hospice care. She stated, Yes.
On 02/14/17 at 9:18 a.m., the care plan coodinator #3 was asked where the hospice care plan was located. She stated, It
 should be in the care plan book. I did a temp one. I'm going to ask medical records I think they pulled it out of the chart.
At 9:23 a.m., care plan coordinator #3 stated, I didn't do a temp care plan for hospice. I would only do a comprehensive
 care plan. She was asked how they coordinated care with hospice. She stated, They would talk to the nurse about their meds.
She was asked if hospice gave baths/showers and provided personal care for the residents. She stated, Yes.
The care plan coordinator was asked how they coordinated that type of care. She stated, I don't know how they would
 coordinate the care regarding baths and care. I guess I need to do a care plan with hospice.
On 02/15/17 at 9:35 a.m., the DON was asked if hospice and nursing coordinated the care of residents who were placed on
 hospice. She stated, They should be. She was informed there was no hospice care plan and staff did not know what the
 process was for coordinating care with hospice.
At 9:40 a.m., the unit manager and the DON were asked what the process was for coordinating care with hospice. The unit
 manager stated, We care for any resident whether they are on hospice or not. She was asked if hospice provided the
 residents their baths/showers and provided personal care. She stated, They do.
The unit manager was asked how that care was coordinated between the facility and hospice. She stated, They check in with
 the nurse. She was asked if they had a hospice care plan. She stated, I do not do the care plans. Hospice communicates with
 the staff.
The unit manager and the DON were asked how they communicated care with hospice. The unit manager stated, They verbally
 communicate with the staff. They have a hospice book. They would do their own care plan. They were asked if they had
 received a copy of the hospice care plan. They stated, Yes, it would be in the hospice binder.
On 02/15/17 at 10:10 a.m., the DON was asked if the hospice care plan had been located. She stated, No.

2. Resident #405 was admitted to the facility on [DATE] with [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
No smoking assessment was completed on 10/13/16 during admission.
A progress note, dated 10/17/16 at 12:01 p.m., documented, .pt. refused nicotine patch. cigarettes cont. to be locked up on
 med cart. pt has not voiced wanting to go outside to smoke .
A progress note, dated 10/18/16 at 11:24 a.m., documented, .Pt. A&O with confusion today. able to voice needs. unable to
 follow instructions well this shift. pt ambulates unassisted on and off the unit. refuses a walker. pt continues to go
 outside to smoke unattended after education about having supervision while outside for safety and pt voicing understanding
 of such. pt observed wandering into other pts rooms. redirected pt back to correct room. pt continues to think pt is
 discharging today after informing pt discharge is not for today. notified phys of new behaviors. UA with C&S obtained.
 social services involved and coordinating plan of care. will continue to monitor. call light in reach .
A smoking assessment, dated 10/19/16, documented the resident had cognitive loss, dexterity problems, and required
 supervision with smoking.
On 10/19/16 at 2:21 a.m., a progress note, documented, .Incident note .Informed by staff that res. had been smoking in his
 room. Aide could smell cig. smoke in room but at that time res. had already finished. Res. was unable to remember that he
 was smoking. Was shuffling around room. Couldn't remember what he was looking for. Had given aide his cig. and lighter. Did
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(continued... from page 7)
 explain to res. that he could not smoke in facility, and that there were designated areas. Res. did show understanding .
At 5:34 a.m., a progress note, documented, .Res. has had no further episodes of smoking in his room noted .
At 8:23 p.m., a progress note, documented, .resident was smoking in his room .opened door he put it out and hid cigarettes
 in the top drawer of his bedside table. Resident informed of no smoking in building and asked to give cigarettes to staff
 to be placed on med cart. resident did agree and cigarettes are currently on cart .
An incident report, dated 10/19/16 at 2:11 a.m., documented, .Res. had been smoking in his room .Explained to res. that he
 wasn't allowed to smoke in room, and there were designated places to smoke. Did ask res. for his cig.'s and lighter, and he
 did give them .
An admission assessment, dated 10/20/16, documented the resident had a BIMS score of 12. This score indicated the resident
 was moderately impaired with cognitively for daily decision making. The assessment documented the resident had inattention,
 disorganized thinking, and had no behaviors. The assessment documented the resident had wandered one to three days. The
 assessment did not address the resident's use of tobacco products.
A care plan, dated 10/20/16, did not address the resident's smoking or the interventions put into place to prevent unsafe
 smoking.
On 02/14/17 at 1:43 p.m., MDS coordinator #2 was asked if a smoking assessment had been done upon admission for the
 resident. She stated, No, the smoking assessment had not been done for the resident upon admission. She was asked who was
 responsible for the initial care plan for each new resident. She stated, The MDS staff do a five point initial care plan.
 If I had known he was a smoker I would have put it in the care plan.
At 2:18 p.m., LPN #2 was asked who was responsible for the initial care plan. She stated, The MDS coordinator or unit
 manager makes out the initial care plan. The nurses are to update the care plan. She was asked what interventions were used
 for the resident's smoking. She stated, There are none documented on the care plan.
3. Resident #405 was admitted to the facility on [DATE] with [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
An elopement risk assessment, dated 10/13/16, documented the resident had a score of seven which indicated the resident was
 at risk of elopement.
A daily skills summary, dated 10/18/16 at 11:18 a.m., documented, .Cognitive Patterns: A. Current Cognitive Status:
 Decisions poor; cues/supervision required .Confused or recent change in mental status .D. Behavioral Symptoms:
 Wanders/Elopes - describe .Safety: History of Elopement/Wandering .No .
A progress note, dated 10/18/16 at 12:54 a.m., documented, .Res wandering halls at start of shift. Res going in and out of
 other patients rooms .Res redirected by 2 different nurses. Res assisted back to his room and then shortly after was
 observed wandering .Staff again redirected Res .Res has since gone in to a room, not his own, that had an empty bed and is
 resting with eyes closed. Staff monitoring res whereabouts and safety .
A physician's progress report, dated 10/18/16, documented, .Pt. has been wandering into other pts rooms @ night & urinating
 in floor; also episode of incontinence & urinated in his floor. Will get UA will also place psych consult & [MEDICATION
 NAME] @ night .
A daily skilled summary, dated 10/19/16 at 10:51 a.m., documented, .Cognitive Patterns: Current Cognitive Status: Decisions
 poor; cues/supervions required .Safety: (no documentation) .Skilled Services Provided .Document a detailed summary of
 Resident's care, condition, staff interventions and skilled needs. Resident is confused, often disoriented .Behaviors
 require frequent and consistent redirection. Attempting to exit the facility through east door .
An incident report, dated 10/19/16 at 5:15 p.m., documented, .Family took resident outside and left without returning him
 into building. he was standing in front of the door .Resident was assisted back into building .
An elopement risk assessment, dated 10/19/16, documented the resident had a score of 26 which indicated the resident was at
 risk of elopement.
An admission assessment, dated 10/20/16, documented the resident had a BIMS score of 12, This score indicated the resident
 was moderately impaired with cognitive skills for daily decision making. The assessment documented the resident had
 inattention, disorganized thinking, and had no behaviors. The assessment documented the resident had wandered one to three
 days.
A care plan, dated 10/20/16, did not address the resident's wandering and the interventions put into place to provide safety
 with wandering.
On 02/14/17 at 1:43 p.m., MDS coordinator #2 was asked who was responsible for the initial care plan for each new resident.
 She stated The MDS staff do a five point initial care plan. If I had known he was at risk of elopement I would have put it
 in the care plan.
At 2:18 p.m., LPN #2 was asked who was responsible for the initial care plan. She stated, The MDS coordinator or unit
 manager makes out the initial care plan. The nurses are to update the care plan.

4. Resident #152 had [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A nurse's note, dated 01/17/17, documented, .Res set off alarm on door leading to outside near the therapy gym on 400 hall.
 Res did not get door open. Staff quickly redirected res to front lobby .
A care plan, dated 01/17/17, did not include the resident wandered as a problem with a goal and interventions.
A nurse's note, dated 01/19/17, documented, .Res up wandering in halls this shift. Res caught trying to urinate in floor.
 Staff redirected Res to room and showed him his bathroom .
A five day assessment, dated 01/23/17, documented the resident had a BIMS score of 11. This score indicated the resident was
 moderately impaired with skills for daily decision making. The assessment documented the resident required limited
 assistance with adls, rejected care on one to three days of the last seven days, and wandered daily.
A 14 day assessment, dated 01/30/17, documented the resident had a BIMS score of 11. This score indicated the resident was
 moderately impaired with skills for daily decision making. The assessment documented the resident required limited
 assistance with adls, rejected care on one to three days of the last seven days, and wandered on one to three days of the
 last seven days.
A nurse's note, dated 01/30/17, documented, .Requires direction at times, unable to find his room .
On 02/09/17 at 4:14 p.m., the resident was observed in his room standing by the television. No wander guard was observed on
 the resident and a bed alarm was not observed on the bed.
On 02/14/17 at 10:53 a.m., MDS/care plan coordinator #1 was asked why the care plan did not include the resident wandered.
 She stated she should have care planned it. She stated it was late and should have been done.
On 02/15/17 10:13 a.m., the DON was informed the care plan did not include the resident wandered. She stated they should
 have developed a care plan and did not know why it had not been done.
5. Resident #176 had [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A monthly physician's orders [REDACTED].[MEDICATION NAME] Solution 100 UNIT/ML Inject 40 unit subcutaneously every
day shift
 related to TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS WITHOUT COMPLICATIONS [MEDICATION NAME] Solution 100 UNIT/ML Inject
as per sliding
 scale: if 151 - 200 = 3; 201 - 250 = 6; 251 - 300 = 9; 301 - 350 = 12; 351 - 400 = 15 FSBS >400 notify Dr., subcutaneously
 before meals and at bedtime for DM .
A care plan, dated 01/12/17, did not include diabetes as a problem with a goal and interventions.
An admission assessment, dated 01/23/17, documented the resident had a BIMS score of 15. This score indicated the resident
 was cognitively intact with skills for daily decision making. The assessment documented the resident had [DIAGNOSES
 REDACTED].
On 02/14/17 at 10:58 a.m., MDS/care plan coordinator #3 was asked why the care plan did not include the resident had a
 [DIAGNOSES REDACTED]. She stated, It's a late care plan, I haven't completed it. She was asked why it had not been
 completed. She stated she was unable to complete it related to other more pressing duties.
On 02/15/17 10:13 a.m., the DON was informed the care plan did not include the resident had a [DIAGNOSES REDACTED]. She
 stated they should have developed a care plan and did not know why it had not been done.
6. Resident #176 had [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A monthly physician's orders [REDACTED].[MEDICATION NAME] Tablet 20 MG Give 1 tablet by mouth every day shift for
depression
 .
A care plan, dated 01/12/17, did not include depression as a problem with a goal and interventions.
An admission assessment, dated 01/23/17, documented the resident had a BIMS score of 15. This score indicated the resident
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 was cognitively intact with skills for daily decision making. The assessment documented the resident had a [DIAGNOSES
 REDACTED].
A side effect monitoring sheet, dated February 2017, documented the resident was being monitored for side effects for the
 use of the antidepressant medication, [MEDICATION NAME].
On 02/14/2017 at 10:58 a.m., MDS/care plan coordinator #3 was asked why the care plan did not include the resident had a
 [DIAGNOSES REDACTED]. She stated, It's a late care plan, I haven't completed it. She was asked why it had not been
 completed. She stated she was unable to complete it related to other more pressing duties.
On 02/15/17 at 10:13 a.m., the DON was informed the care plan did not include the resident had a [DIAGNOSES REDACTED]. She
 stated they should have developed a care plan and did not know why it had not been done.

F 0280

Level of harm - Minimal
harm or potential for actual
harm

Residents Affected - Few

Allow the resident the right to participate in the planning or revision of the resident's
 care plan.
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
Based on observations, record review, resident and staff interviews, and review of facility policy and procedure, it was
 determined the facility failed to ensure a resident's care plan was updated with a new intervention after a fall for one
 (#258) of three residents whose care plans were reviewed for falls. The facility identified 69 residents as having falls in
 the last 99 days. Findings:
A facility policy titled, Fall Management Guidelines, documented: .Overview .each resident is assisted in
 attaining/maintaining his or her highest practicable level of function by providing the resident adequate supervision,
 assistive devices and/or functional programs as appropriate to minimize the risk for falls. The Interdisciplinary Team
 (IDT) evaluates each resident's fall risks. A plan of care is developed and implemented, based on this evaluation, with
 ongoing review.
If a fall occurs, the IDT conducts an evaluation to ensure appropriate measures are in place to minimize the risk of future
 falls .
Clarification .When a resident is found on the floor, the facility is obligated to investigate to determine how he or she
 got there and put into place an intervention to minimize it from recurring .
A facility policy titled, Falls Management Guideline, documented: .Fall event .The IDT modifies and implements a Care Plan
 and treatment approach to minimize repeat falls and the risk of injury related to the fall. The Care Plan will be reviewed
 and revised as indicated .
1. Resident #258 was admitted to the facility with [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A fall risk assessment, dated 01/14/17, documented the resident was assessed as a moderate fall risk. The assessment
 documented the resident was unable to independently come to a standing position.
An admission assessment, dated 01/21/17, documented the resident was cognitively alert in skills for daily decision making.
 She required extensive assistance from staff with bed mobility, transfers, and dressing. She required limited assistance
 from staff with ambulation. She had bilateral limitation in lower extremities with range of motion. She utilized a walker
 for ambulation.
A care area assessment, dated 01/21/17, documented falls would be care planned.
A care plan, dated 01/26/17, documented, .Focus .Falls: (named resident) is at risk for falls r/t weakness, balance
 problems, and need for assist with transfers and mobility .Interventions .anticipate and meet the residents needs.
 Encourage resident to call for assistance .ensure that the resident is wearing appropriate footwear when transferring or
 ambulating .follow therapy recommendations for transfers and mobility .place call light within reach while in room .
A facility incident report, dated 01/30/17 at 12:30 p.m., documented, nursing description .alerted to pts room d/t pt
 yelling out for help. pt found sitting on floor on bottom in between the beds in the rm. assessed pt and found bp-132/77,
 pulse-92, resp.-20, o2-94% on rm air, temp.-98.2. after assessment assisted pt to w/c with help of CNA. no complaints of
 increased pain. found pts air mattress was set on highest firm. educated pt on importance of not having it that firm for
 safety. pt voiced understanding and mattress was set at appropriate firmness for pts weight .
resident description pt states thinks was trying to rub L hip d/t pain in early am and started to slid (sic) out and could
 not stop .
A nurse's note, dated 01/30/17, documented, .Pt. A&Ox4. able to voice needs well. follows instructions. voices complaint of
 pain 9/10. admin routine pain med per phys order, eff. up with assist x1. pt ambulates independently with wheeled walker.
 no complaints of SOB. pt o2 at 94% on rm air and receives routine inhaler. alerted to pts rm this am d/t pt yelling out for
 help. pt was found on floor sitting on bottom in between the two beds in the rm. pt states thinks was rubbing hip d/t pain
 in early am and started to slide out of bed and could not stop. air mattress found to be set on highest setting of firm. pt
 states likes it that way. educated pt on importance of not having it set that firm for safety d/t more at risk of sliding.
 pt voiced understanding and agreed to keep it at appropriate firmness for weight .
A physician's orders [REDACTED].monitor setting of air bed every shift .
A treatment administration record, dated Feburary 2017, documented, .Monitor setting of air bed every shift .Start Date
 02/07/2017 .
On 02/13/17 at 10:30 a.m., the resident was observed in her room on an inflated specialty mattress. The bed inflation was
 set at eight.
At 2:00 p.m., there were no changes observed.
On 02/13/17, the resident's care plan was reviewed. There were no revisions found for a new intervention after the fall on
 01/30/17.
On 02/14/17 at 9:00 a.m., the resident was observed in her room on an inflated specialty air mattress. The mattress was
 taut. The bed inflation was set between eight and nine.
At 9:35 a.m., the resident was asked if she had experienced a fall in the facility. She stated, I did. These beds are slick.
 I slid out. She then stated, I had a big black and blue bruise on my side.
She reported she slid out of bed and hit her side on the trash can.
She then raised up her blouse and an approximate 6 by 6 cm dark purple and gray bruise was observed.
She was asked if the facility staff have talked to her about her fall risk and a plan to reduce her risk of falling. She
 reported, the therapy department has talked to her about transfer safety after back injury and surgery. She stated other
 staff tell her to be careful. She was then asked if the facility had discussed any new changes after her fall. She stated,
 No they haven't.
She was asked have they talked to you about your mattress after the fall. She stated, They kinda talked to me about how it
 works. I didn't know. They said the bed was too inflated. She further stated, I can't keep the bed the way they want it
 because I sink down to low. I sink down to the metal frame if it is that low.
She was asked if staff have talked to her about any other interventions besides not inflating mattress to much. She stated,
 No, they have not.
At 9:50 a.m., CNA #2 was asked if she was familiar with the resident and her care. She stated she had worked with the
 resident every day for the last five months. She was asked how she determines what interventions are in place to prevent
 the resident from falling. She stated she would look at the resident's care plan.
She was then asked if the resident had experienced any falls since admission. She stated, I know of one. I think they said
 she slipped off the air mattress. I think it was too firm for her. She was then asked if there were any interventions in
 place prior to the resident's fall to prevent falls. She stated, Not aware of any.
She was then asked if she was aware of any interventions put in place after she had a fall. She stated, Just place eyes on
 her every so often and make sure she is not on the floor. She further stated, Always make sure she has a call light in
 reach.
She was asked if any new interventions were added after the resident had a fall. She stated, Not that I am aware of.
She was asked if any changes had been made to the resident's air mattress to ensure it was safe. She stated, I think she
 keeps it a little softer maybe. It was on seven to eight when she slid off, so it should be set around five now.
At 9:56 a.m., RN #2 was asked if she was familiar with the resident's care. She stated, Yes. She was then asked how she
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(continued... from page 9)
 determines what interventions are in place to prevent the resident from falling. She stated, she would review the
 resident's care plan or fall assessment.
She was then asked if the resident had experienced any falls since admission. She stated, I am not sure.
She was asked if she was aware of any interventions which were in place currently. She stated, if the resident is
 cognitively alert she should have an intervention to keep her call light in reach.
At 10:07 a.m., The QA nurse was asked if she was familiar with the resident. She reported she was aware of which resident
 she was but had not received report on her. She was asked how she would determine which fall interventions were in place
 for the resident. She stated she would review the physician orders, treatment records and the care plan.
She was then asked to review the resident's current treatment administration record. She stated, They state, monitor air bed
 every shift for setting and remind her to use her call light for assist.
She was asked if the resident had experienced a fall since admission to the facility. She stated, She has. She further
 stated she was not sure how she fell and if she had any injuries.
She was asked if any interventions were implemented after the resident fell . She stated initiation of the air bed setting
 monitoring started on 02/07/17 so she may have fallen related to the air bed setting.
She was then asked if she was aware of what setting the air bed should be at. She stated, I don't know. It doesn't say. She
 stated, I know it should not be set extremely firm.
She was asked what she would consider a firm setting. She stated, We try to keep it below nine. There is a weight chart on
 the equipment and it states five to six for her weight but she likes it firmer so we make sure it is at least under nine.
On 02/14/17 at 10:24 a.m., MDS/care plan coordinator #2 was asked if she was familiar with the resident's care. She stated,
 A little bit. Just from the assessment.
She was then asked if the resident had experienced a fall since admission. She stated, I believe I did see she did have a
 fall. She then reviewed the resident's record and reported the resident had a fall on 01/30/17. She was asked if the
 resident had any interventions in placed prior to her fall. She stated, the care plan documented call for assistance, call
 light in reach, appropriate footwear, and follow therapy recommendations for transfer.
She was then asked what interventions had been added after the fall on 01/30/17. She reported there were no new
 interventions added to the computer care plan. She suggested staff could have hand written a new intervention on the paper
 copy of the care plan. She accompanied the surveyor to review the paper copy of the care plan. She stated, Nope they don't
 have anything added on here.
She was then asked what is an acceptable time period for a new intervention to be implemented after a resident experiences a
 fall. She stated, Should be immediately implemented.
She was asked if a week is acceptable time period to wait before implementing a new intervention. She stated, No.
At 10:52 a.m., the DON was asked how staff know what interventions are in place for a resident who is at risk for falls. She
 stated, The care plan.
She was asked if the resident had experienced any falls since admission to the facility. She stated the resident had a fall
 on 01/30/17. She further stated the resident had turned her air mattress up to firm and had slid off onto the floor. She
 stated the resident had been reeducated to not keep her air mattress so firm.
She was notified there was no new intervention added to the care plan after the resident's fall. She was asked if a new
 intervention should be implemented after a fall. She stated, Yes, one should be in place after each fall.
She was then notified the resident's treatment administration record was updated a week after the fall with an intervention
 to monitor the setting on the resident's air mattress. She asked if she would consider this timely implementation of a new
 intervention to prevent recurrent falls. She stated, No.
She was then asked how it is determined if a fall intervention is appropriate for a resident. She stated falls and
 interventions are discussed with risk management and daily during the facility fall meeting.
She was then notified the resident reported during an interview her preference is to keep her bed firmer. She was asked if
 she was aware of the resident's preference. She stated she was not. She was then asked if the ordered intervention was
 appropriate for the resident when her preference was taken into consideration. She stated it was not.
She was asked what she would consider as a firm setting on the resident's air mattress. She stated, I would not want it
 above seven to eight.
She was then asked to review the resident's treatment administration record. She was asked if she could determine what
 setting staff should monitor for by reviewing the order. She stated, It doesn't say.

F 0282

Level of harm - Minimal
harm or potential for actual
harm

Residents Affected - Few

Provide care by qualified persons according to each resident's written plan of care.
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
Based on observation, interview, and record review, it was determined the facility failed to follow the care plan for two
 (#375 and #400) of four sampled residents whose care plans were reviewed for pressure ulcers. The facility identified 12
 residents who had pressure ulcers. Findings:
1. Resident #400 was admitted to the facility on [DATE] with [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
An admission note, dated 02/03/17, documented, admitted 67 y/o feamle (sic) to sn care . Dx Resp failure, [MEDICAL
 CONDITION], pulm [MEDICAL CONDITION] .healing stage II to coccyx. R toes aputated. (sic) C/o mild pain r/t sinus/flu
A weekly skin check, dated 02/04/17, documented, .Right buttock, pressure sore, pt states she had an old abcess Left lower
 arm, [MEDICAL TREATMENT] port Right foot, toes amputated .
A care plan, dated 02/06/17, documented, .SKIN: .at risk for further episodes of pressure injury r/t need for assistance
 with bed mobility, dx of [MEDICAL CONDITION] .admitted with a pressure ulcer to her right buttock .Goal: .area of pressure
 injury will exhibit progressive signs of healing with no s/sx of complications through the review date .Interventions:
 .Report improvements and declines to the MD .Monitor/document/report to MD PRN changes in skin status: appearance, color,
 wound healing, s/sx of infection, wound size (length X width X depth), stage .
A weekly wound assessment, dated 02/07/17, documented, Pressure Right buttock length 2 width 1.3 stage III percentage of
 slough 100 .
 On 2/13/17 at 10:55 a.m., RN #2 was asked when she would do the wound treatment. She stated, The wound nurse was here this
 morning and did measurements. The resident stated it started as a boil that opened up 3 years ago and closed and then
 reopened.
On 02/14/17 at 9:00 a.m., the DON was asked to provide wound treatment sheets for the resident. The wound treatment sheet
 documented, R buttock stage 3, previous 2x1.3 current 2x1x0.1 order santyl border foam daily, prn.
At 9:30 a.m., the unit manager was asked for the wound consultant report from 02/13/17. She stated, It will be the end of
 the week before the wound nurse will type up report from yesterday.
At 9:46 a.m., the unit manager was asked for the wound consultant report from 02/07/17. She stated she was unable to find
 the wound report.
 At 9:53 a.m., the unit manager stated, I dont know if the wound nurse saw her previously. We do measurements weekly. I
 generate the wound report.
At 10:25 a.m., the unit manager was shown the admission note and the wound assessment. She was asked if the wounds described
 were two separate wounds. She stated, It's the same wound.
She was asked if they had taken measurements on admit. She stated, It doesn't appear so. They didn't take measurements. She
 was asked why the measurements were not taken. I dont know.
She was asked when the first measurements were taken. She stated, On the 7th.
She was asked what are the staff supposed to do if a change with the wound occurs. She stated, They would do an SBAR and
 notify the doctor.
On 02/15/17 at 1:30 p.m., RN #2 was asked if the doctor was called with the pressure ulcer changes. Yes, the wound nurse was
 notified.
She was asked where she documented talking to the wound nurse. She stated, I didn't. She just writes down her orders on the
 sheet when she sees the resident.
At 1:43 p.m., the DON was asked if the staff notified the doctor of a change in the pressure ulcer. She stated, The nurse
 practitioner saw her. So they would be aware. But I'm not finding it at this point.
2. Resident #375 was admitted to the facility on [DATE] with a [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
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Level of harm - Minimal
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harm

Residents Affected - Few

(continued... from page 10)
A care plan, dated 01/24/17, documented, Skin: .at risk for alteration in skin integrity and pressure injuries d/t extensive
 assist with bed mobility, incontinence, and dementia. She has an abrasion to her L hip that was present upon admission
 .Goals: . Resident will have intact skin, free of redness, blisters, discoloration through review date .Abrasion to L hip
 will resolve or move toward improvement by review date .Interventions: . Apply Pressure reduction mattress to bed .Weekly
 head to toe assessment by Licensed Nurse .Monitor skin with all cares .Report any changes to nurse .
On 02/14/17 at 11:34 a.m., the resident was observed in the dining room. CNA #8 was asked to take the resident to her room
 to perform a skin check. The resident was observed to have a quarter sized open blister that was reddened around the open
 area on the lateral side of the left hip. The left leg below the knee had a foam dressing covering a skin tear.
At 1:17 p.m., LPN #2 was asked if staff had reported any new open areas on the resident. She stated, No.
At 1:33 p.m., the unit manager was shown the open area to the left hip. She stated, Looks like a blister. She was asked if
 it opened. She stated, Yes.
She was asked if the CNA should have reported the open area to the nurse. She stated, Yes.
On 02/15/17 at 2:19 p.m., RN #5 was asked what the process was for identifying and reporting open areas. She stated, Every
 Tuesday is skin check day. If we notice anything in between, we notify the physician and get orders and notify the family.
She was asked how she received information of new skin issues. She stated, CNA shower sheet with new areas, verbal report
 from CNA, or report in TAR book.
At 2:23 p.m., CNA #5 was asked what was the system or process for new skin issues identified. She stated, Anything new on
 the resident we notify the nurse. She was asked when she looked at the skin. She stated, When we shower or change them.

F 0309

Level of harm - Minimal
harm or potential for actual
harm

Residents Affected - Few

Provide necessary care and services to maintain the highest well being of each resident
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
*****CORRECTION*****
§ 483.24 Quality of life
Quality of life is a fundamental principle that applies to all care and services provided to facility residents. Each
 resident must receive and the facility must provide the necessary care and services to attain or maintain the highest
 practicable physical, mental, and psychosocial well-being, consistent with the resident's comprehensive assessment and plan
 of care.
§ 483.25 Quality of care
Quality of care is a fundamental principle that applies to all treatment and care provided to facility residents. Based on
 the comprehensive assessment of a resident, the facility must ensure that residents receive treatment and care in
 accordance with professional standards of practice, the comprehensive person-centered care plan, and the residents'
 choices, including but not limited to the following:
§483.25(k) Pain Management. The facility must ensure that pain management is provided to residents who require such
 services, consistent with professional standards of practice, the comprehensive person-centered care plan, and the
 residents' goals and preferences.
§483.25(l) [MEDICAL TREATMENT]. The facility must ensure that residents who require [MEDICAL TREATMENT] receive such
 services, consistent with professional standards of practice, the comprehensive person-centered care plan, and the
 residents' goals and preferences.
Based on observation, interview, and record review, it was determined the facility failed to assess and monitor for
 neurological changes following an unwitnessed fall and a fall resulting in a head injury for one (#133) of two residents
 who were reviewed for falls. The facility identified 69 residents as having falls in the last 99 days. Findings:
1. Resident #133 was admitted to the facility on [DATE] with [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A nurse's note, dated 01/05/17 at 8:54 p.m., documented, . Arrived at facility .approx. 1400 (2:00 p.m.) .Res able to answer
 most questions approp, then had intermittent confusion as to where and when and how she got here. numerous redirections
 needed .
A fall risk assessment, dated 01/05/17, documented the resident was at moderate risk for falls. It was documented the
 resident had no falls in the last six months.
An admission assessment, dated 01/12/17, documented the resident was severely impaired in cognitive skills for daily
 decision making. It was documented the resident required extensive assistance from two people for bed mobility and
 transfers and extensive assistance from one person for locomotion and dressing. It was also documented the resident was not
 steady with transfers.
The resident's care plan, dated 01/25/17, documented the resident had a problem related to falls. The goal was the resident
 would be free of minor injuries related to falls through the review date. Interventions included to anticipate and meet the
 resident's needs; keep her call light within reach, encourage her to use the call light for assistance, and to answer the
 call light promptly. Another intervention was to review information on past falls and attempt to determine the cause of the
 falls, record the root cause of the fall, and remove any potential causes of falls if possible.
A nurse's note, dated 02/06/17 at 1:51 p.m., documented, .Resident observed in the floor by .from therapy. Upon entering the
 room resident observed laying on her right side on the floor. Resident unable to provide an account as to what had
 occurred. Resident had been in the Geri-chair that is used for comfort due to her fractured pelvis; however, today resident
 present figety (sic), restless, with increased psychomotor agiation (sic). Resident's conversation is illogical and
 irrational, praying to God frequently and c/o pain within her normal general complaints previously noted. No signs or
 symptoms of injury observed, assessment did not indicate any bruising, skin tears or injury to the resident. Resident
 assisted to the Geri-chair and encouraged to call for staff when she requires assistance . (physician name withheld)
 notified, family notified. VS stable WNL .
A nurse's note, dated 02/06/17 at 8:18 p.m., documented, .resident in her bed resident fell on the floor off the side of the
 bed she has a noticeable hematoma to the right side of her forehead resident denies pain or disocomfort (sic) rom wnl
 resident assisted back to bed c/l in reach .
On 02/07/17 at 1:39 p.m., the resident was observed lying in bed with her eyes closed. No new interventions to aid in the
 prevention of falls were noted.
At 3:30 p.m., the resident was observed in bed visiting with her family. Her speech was nonsensical, and the resident was
 not oriented to time or place.
Review of the resident's care plan revealed no documentation any new interventions were identified to aid in the prevention
 of falls.
Review of the resident's clinical record revealed no documentation the facility completed neurological checks after the
 resident sustained [REDACTED].
On 02/08/17 at 10:48 a.m., CMA #1 was asked if she remembered the resident. She stated yes. She was asked if the resident
 had been discharged to the hospital. She stated yes. She was asked why the resident had been sent to the hospital. She
 stated the resident had fallen out of her geriatric chair on 02/06/17, and the family was asking yesterday how the accident
 occurred. She stated the doctor had wanted a CT scan performed.
CMA #1 was asked what interventions were put into placed after finding the resident on the side of her bed. She stated she
 believed she asked about fall risk pads but was told the nurse would have to write an order or the physician would have to
 give an order for [REDACTED].
On 02/08/17 at 11:30 a.m., RN #1 was asked if the resident was at risk for falls. She stated, Friday when I left, she was
 more stationary. She was at risk for falls. She stated when the physician began making medication changes on Friday,
 02/03/17, the resident became more fidgety, like she was coming out of her skin and she became more at risk.
RN #1 was asked where the resident was at now. She stated, Last I knew she was shipped to the hospital last night related to
 the fall that happened after the one she had with me. She was asked why the resident had to go to the hospital. She stated,
 I don't really know. They wanted her to get a CT scan and make sure everything was ok.
RN #1 was asked who the nurse was that was responsible for the resident when she had the second fall on 02/06/17. She stated
 the nurse was a loaner from another facility.
On 02/08/17 at 1:51 p.m., the DON and corporate nurse were asked if the resident had a fall with an injury on the evening of
 02/06/17. She reviewed the resident's documentation and stated, Yes. She stated the resident had a fall and sustained a
 hematoma on her head.
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(continued... from page 11)
On 02/08/17 at 2:20 p.m., the administrator, DON, and corporate nurse were asked what interventions had been implemented
 after the resident sustained [REDACTED].
The DON and corporate nurse were asked why the resident was sent to the hospital. The DON stated the resident had a change
 in mental status, and the physician wanted her assessed. She stated the resident had an order for [REDACTED]. The corporate
 nurse stated it was not documented.
On 02/13/17 at 2:06 p.m., the QA nurse, who was working as the charge nurse for hall 300, was asked when staff completed
 neurological checks. She stated if a resident sustained [REDACTED]. She was asked if the staff would complete neurological
 checks if a resident had an unwitnessed fall. She stated yes, if they thought the resident might have hit their head.
The QA nurse was asked where the neurological checks would be documented. She stated in the computerized record. She was
 asked to review the documentation to see if there was documentation of neurological checks for the resident. She reviewed
 the record and stated there was none.
At 2:15 p.m., LPN #2 was asked where neurological checks were documented. She stated there was a form, and the nurses kept
 the forms until the checks were completed for 72 hours. She stated the forms were then turned into medical records to be
 filed.
At 3:05 p.m., the DON provided an updated copy of the incident report. The report documented, .Investigation showed probable
 cause likely behavior secondary to presence of UTI with ABX tx in place . The DON was asked where that investigative
 information came from. She stated it was in the resident's progress notes. The progress notes were reviewed. The last note
 regarding a urinary tract infection was 01/20/17 when it was documented the resident had completed antibiotic treatment for
 [REDACTED].
At 4:28 p.m., the DON stated, We do not have the neuro checks. The nurse said she did them, but we can't find them. If it
 isn't documented, it isn't done.

F 0314

Level of harm - Actual
harm

Residents Affected - Few

Give residents proper treatment to prevent new bed (pressure) sores or heal existing bed
 sores.
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
Based on observation, interview and record review, it was determined the facility failed to identify and provide treatment
 to prevent the development of an avoidable pressure ulcer for two (#375 and #385) of three sampled residents who were
 reviewed for pressure ulcers. The facility identified 12 residents who had pressure ulcers.
Resident # 385 had multiple untreated unstageable pressure ulcers to his buttocks and penis. Findings:
A facility policy, titled Skin Management Guidelines Practice Guidelines, dated February 2016, documented, .All caregivers
 are responsible for preventing, caring for, and providing treatment for [REDACTED].prevent breakdown of tissue or
 ulcerations .provide treatment that promotes prevention of ulceration and healing of existing ulcerations .Alterations or
 change(s) in skin integrity, any break in the resident's skin including skin tear, bruises, abrasions, ulcers .are to be
 recorded on the Weekly Skin Assessment form .Residents who are at risk or with wounds and/or pressure ulcers and those at
 risk for skin compromise are identified, assessed and provided appropriate treatment to encourage healing and/or integrity.
 Ongoing monitoring and evaluation are provided to ensure optimal resident outcomes .
1. Resident #385 was admitted to the facility on [DATE] with [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
Monthly physician's orders [REDACTED].post admit skin check to be performed and documented in PCC (electronic medical
 record) day after admit every day shift every Sat for 1 day .pressure injury risk assessment weekly x4 weeks then quarterly
 every day shift every 3 months starting on the 13th for 1 day .pressure injury risk assessment weekly x4 weeks then
 quarterly every day shift every Sat for 4 weeks .weekly skin check by licensed nurse every day shift every Tue .
A nurse's note, dated 01/13/17 at 10:38 p.m., documented, 82 yr. old male admitted from hospital. Family at bedside. Has
 bruising noted on both sides of abdome (sic). of unknown origin. C/O pain in hip, back area and did have pain meds. Has
 foley catheter intact with clear yellow urine .no [MEDICAL CONDITION] noted .
An admit/readmit assessment, dated 1/13/17, documented, .skin normal, warm, dry, bruising to L & R abdomen .
An MDS kardex report, dated 01/13/17, documented, .Skin and Ulcer Treatment .bruising L/RT abd .
A weekly skin check sheet, dated 1/14/17 at 8:34 p.m., documented, .skin intact, no open areas .
A care plan, dated 01/15/17, documented, Focus: Skin: .at risk for pressure injury r/t need for assistance with bed mobility
 .skin is currently intact .Goal: .will have intact skin, free of redness, blisters or discoloration through the review date
 .Interventions: .weekly skin checks .administer treatments as ordered and monitor for effectiveness .change positions
 frequently. Alternate periods of rest with activity out of bed in order to prevent .dependent [MEDICAL CONDITION], flexion
 deformity and skin pressure areas .educate .as to causes of skin breakdown .transfers/positioning requirements .taking care
 during ambulating/mobility .frequent repositioning .follow facility protocol for the prevention/treatment of
 [REDACTED].family/caregivers of any new area of skin breakdown .monitor/document/report to MD prn changes in skin status
 .appearance, color .
A pressure injury risk assessment, dated 1/15/17, documented, .Moderate Risk Score: 13.0 .bedfast .mobility .very limited
 .friction & shear .potential problem .
A progress note, dated 01/17/17, documented, .Initial visit .Skin Exam .ulcer heel, bruising .
A weekly skin check sheet, dated 1/17/17, documented, .skin intact, no open areas .
A pressure injury risk assessment, dated 1/17/17, documented, .low risk, score 19 .chairfast .mobility .no limitation
 .friction & shear .no apparent problem .
A five day assessment, dated 01/18/17, documented the resident had long and short term memory problems and was moderately
 impaired with cognitive skills for daily decision making. The assessment also documented the resident required extensive
 assistance of two or more persons with bed mobility, transfers, walking in room or corridor, locomotion on or off the unit,
 dressing, toileting, and bathing.
An (ambulance) prehospital care report, dated 01/18/17 at 11:48 p.m., documented, per staff has decubitus ulcers to buttucks
 (sic), but these were not examined .
A nurse's note, dated 01/19/17 at 12:28 a.m., documented, .res. was more alert today .would answer you back and follow your
 hand .pupils remain pinpoint .late in evening res. had very little urinary output spoke with dgtr. and D.O.N .sent res. out
 to (hospital name deleted) for evaluation. Res. left facility @ appr. 2330 (11:30 p.m.) .
An emergency department note, dated 01/19/17 at 12:46 a.m., documented, .Pt with bunny boots to feet. Reported and charted
 several skin breakdown issues .
A history and physical report from the hospital, dated 01/19/17 at 3:54 a.m., documented, .patient's nursing home staff
 noticed that his urine was darker than normal and they thought he might be getting dehydrated or have a urine infection so
 he was subsequently transferred to (hospital name deleted) for further evaluation and treatment .Skin: warm and dry color
 appropriate in all limbs. No [DIAGNOSES REDACTED], or induration on exposed observed areas of head, neck, and limbs .
A case management discharge planning note from the hospital, dated 01/19/17 at 2:08 p.m., documented, .nursing staff
 informed that they are very concerned about possible abuse/neglect while at the nursing home .pt is very excoriated on his
 bottom and has an unstageable pressure ulcer on his bottom as well . pt's catheter does not appear to have been cared for
 .pt has a pressure ulcer on his penis .
A hospital progress note, dated 01/19/17 at 4:36 p.m., documented, .Pt came from NH with unshakeable (sic) wound on sacrum,
 and one on tip of penis also has blister on left heel. His f/c very crusty and peri area red with blisters and dried bowel
 movement on skin .also has bruising around waist .Wound consult ordered .
A hospital progress note, dated 01/20/17 at 11:14 a.m.,, documented, .wounds assessed and dressings applied .bilateral heels
 in boots from other facility .
Pressure Injury .Buttocks Inner .right .left Staging: Deep Tissue Pressure Injury .non-healing, chronic .multiple scatterd
 (sic) small purple areas, 100% dark purple .peri-wound assessment .[DIAGNOSES REDACTED] . shape irregular .wound length
 12cm wound width 6cm depth 0cm drainage amount scant drainage description serosanguineous .
Pressure Injury .Penis .present on arrival?: Yes .Staging: Unstageable Pressure Injury Is this a Medical Device Related
 Injury?: Yes .non-healing/chronic Site Assessment Black;Red (50% black, 50% red) peri-wound assessment red .shape irregular
 wound length 1cm wound width 0.8cm depth 0cm .Drainage amount None .
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(continued... from page 12)
Pressure Injury .Heel Right Deep Tissue Pressure Injury .Present on arrival?: Yes .non-healing chronic .shape circular Wound
 Length 3.4cm Wound Width 2.4cm Depth 0cm .
A hospital progress note, dated 01/20/17 at 3:58 p.m., documented:
 Assessment .
1- HCAP/Aspiration pneumonia .
2- multiple unstageable decubitus ulcers .continue daily dressing .wound/ostomy services following .High-risk of negligence
 at the nursing home, social worker following.
3-[MEDICAL CONDITION] present on admission secondary to the above .
A hospital physician consult, dated 01/23/17 at 5:24 p.m., documented, .the pt is receiving Abx for PNA and multipe ulcers
 resulting [MEDICAL CONDITION] .
A hospital medical discharge summary, dated 01/28/17, documented, .Discharge [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].sepsis present on
 admission secondary to the above .multiple unstageable decubitus ulcer .
On 02/09/17 at 3:31 p.m., CNA #7 was asked if she had taken care of the resident. She stated she had taken care of the
 resident. She was asked if he had a foley catheter. She stated, Yes, I did catheter care on him. I would do catheter care
 with every brief change, about every one and a half hours. She was asked if the resident had any skin problems on his
 penis. She stated she hadn't noticed anything abnormal until the last day that he was at the facility. She stated, He had
 dried blood at the tip of his penis, almost like it had been tugged on, this was on the evening shift. I did not clean off
 the dried blood, I told the charge nurse.
On 02/09/17 at 3:47 p.m., LPN #2 was asked if she had been on duty the night the resident had been transferred to the
 hospital. She stated she had been involved in his care and was off duty but stayed until he was actually transferred out.
She was asked about the condition of the resident's penis and catheter before he was transferred to the hospital. She
 stated, There were no issues, no redness or swelling. She was asked if CNA #7 notified her that she had observed dried dark
 colored blood on his penis during catheter care. She stated, Oh yes, I remember there was dried blood on the tip of his
 penis. He pulled on the tubing a lot. His family even had mentioned that. I cleaned the blood off and nothing else was
 noted out of the ordinary. She was asked if there were any sores observed on his penis. She stated, No.
She was asked who was responsible for completing the skin assessments. She stated, The day shift charge nurses do the skin
 assessments on Tuesdays.
At 4:37 p.m., CNA #7 was asked if the resident had any pressure ulcers. She stated, I noticed the skin on his sacrum was red
 and peeling the last night before he was transferred to the hospital. She was asked if he had any sores on his penis. She
 stated, No. She was asked what she did when she had observed the red and peeling skin. She stated, I reported it to the
 charge nurse.
At 4:45 p.m., LPN #2 was asked if the resident had any pressure ulcers. She stated, He had a butterfly shaped area on his
 coccyx that looked like bruising. He had open areas on his sacrum that looked like blisters had popped and the top skin had
 come off. She was asked if the resident had any skin breakdown on his heels. She stated, There was nothing on his heels. I
 admitted him from the hospital and he had nothing on his heels.
She was asked where she had documented the pressure ulcers on his coccyx and sacrum. She stated, I documented in the nurse's
 notes and also notified (the emergency medical technicians on the ambulance).
On 02/13/17 at 11:28 a.m., CNA #6 was asked if the resident had any pressure ulcers. She stated, His bottom was red. I think
 there was a bandage on his bottom, and there was red skin around the bandage. She was asked if there were any pressure
 ulcers on his penis. She stated, He had a little bit of blood on his penis, but no sores. She was asked about the condition
 of the resident's heels. She stated she wasn't sure about his heels.
At 11:35 a.m., LPN #2 was asked when she was aware of the skin breakdown on the resident's sacrum and coccyx. She stated It
 was about nine p.m., on the evening he was transferred. She was asked if she had measured the area of the pressure ulcers.
 She stated, I didn't take any measurements, I was in the process of sending him out. She was asked if she had performed a
 skin assessment. She stated, I did not do a skin assessment. I was in the process of sending him out.
She was asked for documentation of the skin breakdown. The nurse looked in the computer but was unable to find any
 documentation. She stated, Apparently I didn't document it. She was asked if it should have been documented. She stated,
 Yes. She was asked if she had ever observed a bandage over the resident's sacrum and coccyx area. She stated, When he came
 in from the hospital there was a dressing on [MEDICATION NAME]. I remember looking under the dressing and there was nothing
 there. She was asked if she had taken the dressing off. She stated, Once it came off I probably would have left it off. She
 was informed CNA#6 had stated she had seen a bandage on the resident's sacrum and coccyx area. She stated, If she (CNA#6)
 said there was a dressing there then I must have left it on. The day that he left there was no dressing on.
At 1:48 p.m., LPN #2 was shown the initial progress note that had been completed by a nurse practitioner, and documented,
 ulcer heel bruising, in the skin assessment area.
After she reviewed the nurse practitioner's documentation, she was asked if she had examined the resident to make sure no
 pressure ulcers had developed since her last assessment. She stated, Oh we don't look at that assessment. We check to see
 if there have been any orders written and we put them in the computer. We don't routinely look at the doctor or nurse
 practitioner assessments sheets.
On 02/14/17 at 3:20 p.m., CNA #7 was asked if there were any interventions being used to relieve pressure on the resident's
 heels. She stated, He had booties and I also floated his heels when he was in bed.
On 02/15/17 at 11:05 a.m., MDS coordinator #3 was asked if she was aware the resident had developed a pressure ulcer to his
 buttocks. She stated. I went by the skin assessment dated [DATE] that documented that his skin was intact. In order to know
 about a new pressure ulcer, someone would have to notify me directly or write a nurse's note about it.
She was informed a CNA had stated he had heel boots that she applied for him and also floated his heels. She was asked why
 the interventions hadn't been listed on the resident's care plan. She stated, I go more in depth when I develop the
 comprehensive care plan. That would be something I would have added at that time.
At 2:00 p.m., the DON was asked if the resident had any pressure ulcers. She stated, I was not aware of any skin breakdown
 at the time of his transfer to the hospital until the nurse had told me she thought he had a Kennedy ulcer.
She was shown the nurse practitioner initial progress note. She was asked what the documentation of ulcer heel bruising,
 indicated to her. She stated, It would indicate there was a problem with the resident's heels. She was informed the nurse
 had stated the documentation was incorrect. She stated, I would expect the nurse to follow-up, especially if she thought
 the resident didn't have the documented ulcer to their heels. She should have clarified with the doctor or nurse
 practitioner.

2. Resident #375 was admitted to the facility on [DATE] with a [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A care plan, dated 01/24/17, documented, Skin: .at risk for alteration in skin integrity and pressure injuries d/t extensive
 assist with bed mobility, incontinence, and dementia. She has an abrasion to her L hip that was present upon admission
 .Goals: . Resident will have intact skin, free of redness, blisters, discoloration through review date .Abrasion to L hip
 will resolve or move toward improvement by review date .Interventions: . Apply Pressure reduction mattress to bed .Weekly
 head to toe assessment by Licensed Nurse .Monitor skin with all cares .Report any changes to nurse .
On 02/14/17 at 11:34 a.m., the resident was observed in the dining room. CNA #8 was asked to take the resident to her room
 to perform a skin check. The resident was observed to have a quarter sized open blister that was reddened around the open
 area on the lateral side of the left hip. The left leg below the knee had a foam dressing covering a skin tear.
At 1:17 p.m., LPN #2 was asked if staff had reported any new open areas on the resident. She stated, No.
At 1:33 p.m., the unit manager was shown the open area to the left hip. She stated, Looks like a blister. She was asked if
 it opened. She stated, Yes.
The unit manager was asked about the treatment orders. She stated, I would have to check. It looks like a left thigh
 abrasion. They are doing dressing changes Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, but it's not really the thigh, its the hip. She
 was asked if it was a current treatment to the left thigh abrasion. She stated, Let me pull her TAR real quick. She stated,
 It looks like it healed on 02/02/17. She was asked when this open area developed. She stated, It looks like its new.
She was asked if the CNA should have reported the open area to the nurse. She stated, Yes.
On 02/15/17 at 2:19 p.m., RN #5 was asked what the process was for identifying and reporting open areas. She stated, Every
 Tuesday is skin check day. If we notice anything in between, we notify the physician and get orders and notify the family.
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She was asked how she received information of new skin issues. She stated, CNA shower sheet with new areas, verbal report
 from CNA, or report in TAR book.
At 2:23 p.m., CNA #5 was asked what was the system or process for new skin issues identified. She stated, Anything new on
 the resident we notify the nurse. She was asked when she looked at the skin. She stated, When we shower or change them.

F 0323

Level of harm - Minimal
harm or potential for actual
harm

Residents Affected - Some

Make sure that the nursing home area is free from accident hazards and risks and provides
 supervision to prevent avoidable accidents
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
Based on observation, interview, and record review, it was determined the facility failed to
~ provide supervision with smoking,
~ provide supervision to prevent falls and to consistently identify and implement interventions to aid in the prevention of
 falls, and/or
~ ensure an air mattress was not an accident hazard
for three (#133, #258, and #405) of seven residents who were reviewed for falls and smoking.
The facility identified 69 residents as having falls in the last 99 days and one resident who smoked.
Findings:
The facility's policy on fall management, dated 02/2016, documented, .When a resident is found on the floor the facility is
 obligated to investigate to determine how he or she got there and put into place an intervention to minimize it from
 recurring .Upon admission, the admitting nurse will complete the Fall Risk Assessment .The nurse will also complete the
 initial Care Plan and address risk factors related to the resident on the Plan of Care and implement appropriate
 interventions as identified .Fall Event .When a fall occurs, assess resident for injury PRIOR to moving resident(.) The
 Licensed Nurse will complete: Incident/Accident Report .Communicate all resident falls to the attending physician and the
 resident's family and document on the Incident and Accident form and Interdisciplinary Fall Review form .The IDT will
 review all resident falls within 24-72 hours at the morning Interdisciplinary Team meeting to evaluate circumstances and
 probable cause for the fall .
A facility policy and procedure for smoking safety, dated 3/2016, documented, .Residents who smoke tobacco products shall
 have a Smoking Assessment completed upon admission, quarterly and PRN .Risk factors identified through the assessment
 process shall be used in the development of the care plan .
1. Resident #133 was admitted to the facility on [DATE] with [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A nurse's note, dated 01/05/17 at 8:54 p.m., documented, . Arrived at facility .approx. 1400 (2:00 p.m.) .Res able to answer
 most questions approp, then had intermittent confusion as to where and when and how she got here. numerous redirections
 needed .
A fall risk assessment, dated 01/05/17, documented the resident was at moderate risk for falls. It was documented the
 resident had no falls in the last six months.
A nurse's note, dated 01/10/17 at 10:24 a.m., documented, .spoke with resident's (family member). He states concerns
 regarding increased confusion, stated he spoke with nurse yesterday voicing concerns. He requested resident be tested for
 possible UTI, and request to speak with doctor. I spoke with (physician name withheld), repeated concerns, (physician name
 withheld) to follow up with resident, and nurse to call spouse back with update .
An admission assessment, dated 01/12/17, documented the resident was severely impaired in cognitive skills for daily
 decision making. It was documented the resident required extensive assistance from two people for bed mobility and
 transfers and extensive assistance from one person for locomotion and dressing. It was also documented the resident was not
 steady with transfers.
A nurse's note, dated 01/16/17 at 12:25 p.m., documented, .Resident remains on antibiotic therapy Macrobid for UTI.
 Tolerating well. C/o significant pain upon getting out of the bed. Participated in therapy, took meds, ate meals, requires
 extensive assist with transfers. Prefers to lay in bed, eyes generally closed, resting quietly. Voices needs but tangential
 in information provided. Requires extensive assist with toileting and adls. Call light w/in reach, VS stable .
A nurse's note, dated 01/20/17 at 1:56 p.m., documented, .Resident completing Macrobid for UTI today, tolerated therapy well
 and without complaint .
The resident's care plan, dated 01/25/17, documented the resident had a problem related to falls. The goal was the resident
 would be free of minor injuries related to falls through the review date. Interventions included to anticipate and meet the
 resident's needs; keep her call light within reach, encourage her to use the call light for assistance, and to answer the
 call light promptly. Another intervention was to review information on past falls and attempt to determine the cause of the
 falls, record the root cause of the fall, and remove any potential causes of falls if possible.
A physician's orders [REDACTED].(check) UA c culture .
A nurse's note, dated 02/06/17 at 1:51 p.m., documented, .Resident observed in the floor by .from therapy. Upon entering the
 room resident observed laying on her right side on the floor. Resident unable to provide an account as to what had occurred
 (sic). Resident had been in the Geri-chair that is used for comfort due to her fractured pelvis; however, today resident
 present figety (sic), restless, with increased psychomotor agiation (sic). Resident's conversation is illogical and
 irrational, praying to God frequently and c/o pain within her normal general complaints previously noted. No signs or
 symptoms of injury observed, assessment did not indicate any bruising, skin tears or injury to the resident. Resident
 assisted to the Geri-chair and encouraged to call for staff when she requires assistance . (physician name withheld)
 notified, family notified. VS stable WNL .
On 02/06/17 at 3:29 p.m., the resident was observed in her room. The resident was turned around in bed, with her feet at the
 head of the bed, her head hanging slightly off the foot of the bed, and without clothing from her waist down. The
 resident's lower body was exposed. The resident was observed to have an air mattress with side bolsters on her bed.
At 3:34 p.m., the resident was observed sitting on the side of the bed with her feet on the floor. CMA #1 entered the
 resident's room, asked the resident what she was doing, and closed the door.
A nurse's note, dated 02/06/17 at 8:18 p.m., documented, .resident in her bed resident fell on the floor off the side of the
 bed she has a noticeable hematoma to the right side of her forehead resident denies pain or disocomfort (sic) rom wnl
 resident assisted back to bed c/l in reach .
On 02/07/17 at 1:39 p.m., the resident was observed lying in bed with her eyes closed. No new interventions to aid in the
 prevention of falls were noted.
At 3:30 p.m., the resident was observed in bed visiting with her family. Her speech was nonsensical, and the resident was
 not oriented to time or place.
Review of the resident's care plan revealed no documentation to indicate any new interventions were identified to aid in the
 prevention of falls.
Review of a hospital urinalysis result sheet, dated 02/07/17 at 10:00 p.m., revealed the following lab values indicative of
 a urinary tract infection:
~ Leukocyte Esterase - 3+ (normal - negative);
~ White blood cells - 78 (normal - less than 5); and
~ Bacteria - 4+ (normal - none).
On 02/08/17 at 10:30 a.m., the resident's room was observed. The resident was not in the room. It was noted in the
 electronic medical records the resident's status had been changed to discharge. There was no documentation detailing why
 the resident had been discharged .
At 10:48 a.m., CMA #1 was asked if she remembered the resident. She stated yes. She was asked if the resident had been
 discharged to the hospital. She stated yes. She was asked why the resident had been sent to the hospital. She stated the
 resident had fallen out of her geriatric chair on 02/06/17, and the family was asking yesterday how the accident occurred.
 She stated the doctor had wanted a CT scan performed.
CMA #1 was asked if the resident was at risk for falls. She stated no. She stated the resident had not fallen before the
 fall on 02/06/17. She stated the family had requested medication changes for several days and she felt that had contributed
 to the fall. She stated, Her behavior had become very active. Like within a day or two. She stated she had been very
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 surprised when the surveyor had asked her if the behaviors exhibited on 02/06/17 were normal for the resident. She stated
 the resident had never done anything like that before.
CMA #1 was asked who she told about the resident trying to get out of bed. She stated she believed it was LPN #1. She stated
 the resident had fallen out of her chair earlier on that day, and she believed both falls occurred on the same day. CMA #1
 stated she told the CNAs they needed to keep an eye on the resident due to the events.
CMA #1 was asked if the resident had a fall later on that day. She stated, Yes. That's when they found her between the bed
 and the wall. I believe that's what they said.
CMA #1 was asked how the nurses let the staff know if a resident was at risk for falls. She stated they were normally
 informed during report, or the staff would tell the nurses if they observed something.
CMA #1 was asked what interventions were put in place after finding the resident on the side of her bed. She stated she
 believed she asked about fall risk pads but was told the nurse would have to write an order or the physician would have to
 give an order for [REDACTED]. She stated, No, there were never any pads in there.
CMA #1 was asked what interventions were put into place after the resident had fallen out of the geriatric chair. She stated
 the resident was kept in view. She stated, I believe that was the day the girls had put her in bed right before they left
 and she was like she was going to sleep and then that was when (the surveyor) saw her. She stated, (CNA #1) said she took
 off her clothes yesterday too.
On 02/08/17 at 11:30 a.m., RN #1 was asked if the resident was at risk for falls. She stated, Friday when I left, she was
 more stationary. She was at risk for falls. She stated when the physician began making medication changes on Friday,
 02/03/17, the resident became more fidgety, like she was coming out of her skin and she became more at risk.
RN #1 was asked what happened on 02/06/17 when the resident had her first fall. She stated the resident was observed on the
 floor. She stated, She was already in the floor, uninjured. RN #1 stated the only thing she found out of the ordinary was
 the resident's head was in the opposite direction of her geriatric chair.
RN #1 was asked what she did after the resident was found on the floor. She stated she completed an assessment, assisted the
 resident up to her chair, and moved the resident to the hall so she could be monitored.
RN #1 was asked what she was supposed to do after a fall, according to the facility's fall policy. She stated she was to
 assess the resident, monitor, and send out for care if there was an injury. She was asked if she was to do a root cause
 analysis to help determine the cause of the fall. She stated, Not me personally. That goes to the higher ups and they come
 and do the root cause analysis.
RN #1 was asked where the resident was at now. She stated, Last I knew she was shipped to the hospital last night related to
 the fall that happened after the one she had with me. She was asked why the resident had to go to the hospital. She stated,
 I don't really know. They wanted her to get a CT scan and make sure everything was ok.
RN #1 was asked who the nurse was that was responsible for the resident when she had the second fall on 02/06/17. She stated
 the nurse was a loaner from another facility.
On 02/08/17 at 1:51 p.m., the DON and the corporate nurse were asked if the resident had a fall with an injury on the
 evening of 02/06/17. She reviewed the resident's documentation and stated, Yes. She stated the resident had a fall and
 sustained a hematoma on her head. She was asked to provide the state reportable incident report for the event. She reviewed
 the facility's incident reports and stated she did not report it but she would. She stated, I missed it, so I will get it
 done today.
The DON was asked how the facility's fall policy and procedure worked. She stated there was a risk management form the
 nurses completed initially after a fall and the nurses could implement any interventions that were needed immediately. She
 stated the falls were discussed during each morning meeting to ensure that interventions were put into place. She was asked
 when a root cause analysis of the fall was completed. She stated there was a fall scene investigation report that was done
 when falls occurred. She stated those forms were turned into the QA committee and follow-up was completed on the next day.
The DON and corporate nurse were asked where the fall scene investigations were for the two falls the resident had
 experienced on 02/06/17. The corporate nurse stated she didn't know if those had been shredded yet or not. They were asked
 what interventions were implemented after the falls. The corporate nurse stated she talked with physical therapy and it was
 decided the geriatric chair was the best seating for the resident. She reviewed the resident's care plan and stated the
 ADON placed a concave mattress on the resident's bed on 02/07/17 as well.
On 02/08/17 at 2:00 p.m., the resident's bed was observed again. The bed was noted to have an air mattress with bolsters in
 place. At 2:12 p.m., RN #1 was asked if a new mattress had been placed on the resident's bed on 02/07/17. She stated, No.
 She stated, As far as I know, that is the same mattress she has been on since she came to this floor.
At 2:14 p.m., the ADON was asked if she put a concave mattress on the resident's bed on 02/07/17. She stated yes.
At 2:20 p.m., the administrator, DON, and the corporate nurse were asked what interventions were implemented after the
 resident sustained [REDACTED]. The DON stated she was placed in the geriatric chair and encouraged to call staff for
 assistance. The DON was asked if she was capable of using the call light. The corporate nurse stated she would have to look
 into that. The DON stated the resident had a BIMS score of five, meaning the resident was severely cognitively impaired for
 daily decision making.
The DON was asked if staff had reported the resident was observed turned around in bed and trying to get out of bed after
 the first fall on Monday. The DON stated, No. She was asked if she would expect her staff to report this to the nurses. She
 stated, Yes. The DON was informed staff did report the incident to the nurses. She was asked if the nurses reported it to
 her. The DON and the corporate nurse stated they had not been informed the resident was found trying to get out of bed
 after the first fall.
The corporate nurse stated the ADON had been instructed to place a concave mattress on the resident's bed. The corporate
 nurse and the ADON were informed the resident had an air mattress with bolsters, not a concave mattress.
The DON and the corporate nurse were asked what interventions had been implemented after the resident sustained [REDACTED].
The DON and the corporate nurse were asked why the resident was sent to the hospital. The DON stated the resident had a
 change in mental status, and the physician wanted her assessed. She stated the resident had an order for [REDACTED]. The
 DON and the corporate nurse were asked where the documentation was related to the resident being sent to the hospital. The
 corporate nurse stated it was not documented.
On 02/08/17 at 2:30 p.m., the ADON stated she had provided incorrect information to the surveyors. She stated she did not
 place a concave mattress on the resident's bed. She stated she had for another resident.
On 02/13/17 at approximately 10:00 a.m., the administrator provided a copy of the state reportable incident report related
 to the fall on 02/06/17 at 8:18 p.m. The report did not contain an investigation summary, investigative actions, findings,
 and/or causative factors. A fax date and time for the report were noted to be 02/10/17 at 6:09 p.m.
At 2:19 p.m., the DON was asked where the fall investigation information, including the investigation summary, investigative
 actions, findings and causative factors, was as required for the state reportable incident report. She stated they did talk
 about the fall the morning of 02/07/17 but she did not know where the fall scene investigation form was. The surveyor
 informed the DON that was the form the facility had said they had shredded. The DON stated yes, she was aware of that. She
 stated she would go and look for it.
At 2:30 p.m., the DON provided a copy of the fall scene investigation that occurred on 02/06/17.
At 3:05 p.m., the DON provided an updated copy of the incident report. The report documented, .Investigation showed probable
 cause likely behavior secondary to presence of UTI with ABX tx in place . The DON was asked where that investigative
 information came from. She stated it was in the resident's progress notes. The progress notes were reviewed. The last note
 regarding a urinary tract infection was 01/20/17 when it was documented the resident had completed antibiotic treatment for
 [REDACTED].
At 3:16 p.m., the DON stated during the morning meeting on 02/07/17, the IDT group had discussed the possibility of the
 resident having another urinary tract infection and the doctor ordered a urinalysis. She was asked where the information
 regarding that was. She stated there was no documentation of the morning meeting. She stated a urinalysis was completed at
 the hospital, and she provided a copy of the hospital urinalysis results.
At 3:43 p.m., RN #2 was asked what the facility's process was for obtaining labs when ordered by the physician. She stated
 the admissions nurse would put the order in the computer.
At 3:47 p.m., the admissions nurse was asked what the facility's process was for obtaining labs when ordered by the
 physician. She stated the orders were written on a progress note and then she put the orders into the computer and the lab
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 was scheduled. She was asked what occurred if an order was given on the weekend. She stated in order to obtain a lab on the
 weekends, it would have to be ordered stat. She was asked to see if the urinalysis order, received on 02/04/17 was ordered
 on the day it was received. She reviewed the computer records and stated she put the order in on 02/06/17. She was asked
 why the order had not been put in on 02/04/17. She stated, I can't answer. It wouldn't have been run until Monday anyway
 because he didn't order it as a stat.
On 02/14/17 at 9:35 a.m., the DON was asked who ordered the lab on 02/04/17. She stated it was the resident's primary care
 physician. She was asked why he ordered the lab. She stated, Mainly because she had a UTI and was still having behaviors
 and wanted to follow up with another UA.
The DON was asked when the lab was obtained. She stated, We had an order, but it didn't get done before she went to the
 hospital.
The DON was asked why the lab was not obtained. She stated, I could not tell you that. It should have been. If it falls on
 the weekend, we do it the next Monday. It should have been.
The DON was asked why the facility waited until Monday to order the lab. She stated, We don't have normal lab hours on the
 weekend. She was asked if this was a normal, routine lab for the resident. She stated, He didn't write stat so technically
 it is, but that doesn't mean they couldn't have called and got a stat order.
The DON was asked what the working hours were for the admissions nurse. She stated she started work between 11:00 a.m. and
 12:00 p.m., depending on the number of admissions. She was asked if the admissions nurse put the lab orders into the
 computer. She stated, Yes, most of them. The DON was asked if it was at least 48 hours between the time the order was
 received and the time it was input into the computer. She stated, Yes, that is what that would be.
She was asked what the process was for monitoring to ensure ordered labs were done. She stated, We have a QA nurse, they
 follow the orders and they pull off the orders from the labs.

2. Resident #258 was admitted to the facility with [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A fall risk assessment, dated 01/14/17, documented the resident was assessed as a moderate fall risk. The assessment
 documented the resident was unable to independently come to a standing position.
An admission assessment, dated 01/21/17, documented the resident was cognitively alert in skills for daily decision making.
 She required extensive assistance from staff with bed mobility, transfers, and dressing. She required limited assistance
 from staff with ambulation. She had bilateral limitation in lower extremities with range of motion. She utilized a walker
 for ambulation.
A care area assessment, dated 01/21/17, documented falls would be care planned.
A care plan, dated 01/26/17, documented, .Focus .Falls: .is at risk for falls r/t weakness, balance problems, and need for
 assist with transfers and mobility .Interventions .anticipate and meet the residents needs. Encourage resident to call for
 assistance .ensure that the resident is wearing appropriate footwear when transferring or ambulating .follow therapy
 recommendations for transfers and mobility .place call light within reach while in room .
A facility incident report, dated 01/30/17 at 12:30 p.m., documented, nursing description .alerted to pts room d/t pt
 yelling out for help. pt found sitting on floor on bottom in between the beds in the rm. assessed pt and found bp-132/77,
 pulse-92, resp.-20, o2-94% on rm air, temp.-98.2. after assessment assisted pt to w/c with help of CNA. no complaints of
 increased pain. found pts air mattress was set on highest firm. educated pt on importance of not having it that firm for
 safety. pt voiced understanding and mattress was set at appropriate firmness for pts weight .
resident description pt states thinks was trying to rub L hip d/t pain in early am and started to slid out and could not
 stop .
A nurse's note, dated 01/30/17, documented, .Pt. A&Ox4. able to voice needs well. follows instructions. voices complaint of
 pain 9/10. admin routine pain med per phys order, eff. up with assist x1. pt ambulates independently with wheeled walker.
 no complaints of SOB. pt o2 at 94% on rm air and receives routine inhaler. alerted to pts rm this am d/t pt yelling out for
 help. pt was found on floor sitting on bottom in between the two beds in the rm. pt states thinks was rubbing hip d/t pain
 in early am and started to slide out of bed and could not stop. air mattress found to be set on highest setting of firm. pt
 states likes it that way. educated pt on importance of not having it set that firm for safety d/t more at risk of sliding.
 pt voiced understanding and agreed to keep it at appropriate firmness for weight .
A physician's orders [REDACTED].monitor setting of air bed every shift .
A treatment administration record, dated Feburary 2017, documented, .Monitor setting of air bed every shift .Start Date
 02/07/2017 .
On 02/13/17 at 10:30 a.m., the resident was observed in her room on an inflated specialty mattress. The bed inflation was
 set at eight.
At 2:00 p.m., there were no changes observed.
On 02/13/17, the resident's care plan was reviewed. There were no revisions found for a new intervention after the fall on
 01/30/17.
On 02/14/17 at 9:00 a.m., the resident was observed in her room on an inflated specialty air mattress. The mattress was
 taut. The bed inflation was set between eight and nine.
At 9:35 a.m., the resident was asked if she had experienced a fall in the facility. She stated, I did. These beds are slick.
 I slid out. She then stated, I had a big black and blue bruise on my side.
She reported she slid out of bed and hit her side on the trash can.
She then raised up her blouse and an approximate 6 by 6 cm dark purple and gray bruise was observed.
She was asked if the staff had talked to her about her fall risk and a plan to reduce her risk of falling. She reported, the
 therapy department has talked to her about transfer safety after back injury and surgery. She stated other staff tell her
 to be careful. She was then asked if the facility had discussed any new changes after her fall. She stated, No they haven't.
She was asked if staff had talked to her about her mattress after the fall. She stated, They kinda talked to me about how it
 works. I didn't know. They said the bed was too inflated. She further stated, I can't keep the bed the way they want it
 because I sink down to low. I sink down to the metal frame if it is that low.
She was asked if staff had talked to her about any other interventions besides not inflating mattress to much. She stated,
 No, they have not.
At 9:50 a.m., CNA #2 was asked if she was familiar with the resident and her care. She stated she had worked with the
 resident every day for the last five months. She was asked how she determined what interventions were in place to prevent
 the resident from falling. She stated she would look at the resident's care plan.
She was then asked if the resident had experienced any falls since admission. She stated, I know of one. I think they said
 she slipped off the air mattress. I think it was too firm for her. She was then asked if there were any interventions in
 place prior to the resident's fall to prevent falls. She stated, Not aware of any.
She was then asked if she was aware of any interventions put in place after she had a fall. She stated, Just place eyes on
 her every so often and make sure she is not on the floor. She further stated, Always make sure she has a call light in
 reach.
She was asked if any new interventions were added after the resident had a fall. She stated, Not that I am aware of.
She was asked if any changes had been made to the resident's air mattress to ensure it was safe. She stated, I think she
 keeps it a little softer maybe. It was on seven to eight when she slid off, so it should be set around five now.
At 9:56 a.m., RN #2 was asked if she was familiar with the resident's care. She stated, Yes. She was then asked how she
 determined what interventions were in place to prevent the resident from falling. She stated, she would review the
 resident's care plan or fall assessment.
She was then asked if the resident had experienced any falls since admission. She stated, I am not sure.
She was asked if she was aware of any interventions which were in place currently. She stated, if the resident is
 cognitively alert she should have an intervention to keep her call light in reach.
At 10:07 a.m., the QA nurse was asked if she was familiar with the resident. She reported she was aware of which resident
 she was but had not received report on her. She was asked how she would determine which fall interventions were in place
 for the resident. She stated she would review the physician orders, treatment records, and the care plan.
She was then asked to review the resident's current treatment administration record. She stated, They state, monitor air bed
 every shift for setting and remind her to use her call light for assist.
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She was asked if the resident had experienced a fall since admission to the facility. She stated, She has. She further
 stated she was not sure how she fell and if she had any injuries.
She was asked if any interventions were implemented after the resident fell . She stated initiation of the air bed setting
 monitoring started on 02/07/17 so she may have fallen related to the air bed setting.
She was then asked if she was aware of what setting the air bed should be at. She stated, I don't know. It doesn't say. She
 stated, I know it should not be set extremely firm.
She was asked what she would consider a firm setting. She stated, We try to keep it below nine. There is a weight chart on
 the equipment and it states five to six for her weight but she likes it firmer so we make sure it is at least under nine.
On 02/14/17 at 10:24 a.m., MDS/care plan coordinator #2 was asked if she was familiar with the resident's care. She stated,
 A little bit. Just from the assessment.
She was then asked if the resident had experienced a fall since admission. She stated, I believe I did see she did have a
 fall. She then reviewed the resident's record and reported the resident had a fall on 01/30/17. She was asked if the
 resident had any interventions in placed prior to her fall. She stated, the care plan documented call for assistance, call
 light in reach, appropriate footwear, and follow therapy recommendations for transfer.
She was then asked what interventions had been added after the fall on 01/30/17. She reported there were no new
 interventions added to the computer care plan. She stated staff could have hand written a new intervention on the paper
 copy of the care plan. She accompanied the surveyor to review the paper copy of the care plan. She stated, Nope they don't
 have anything added on here.
She was then asked what is an acceptable time period for a new intervention to be implemented after a resident experiences a
 fall. She stated, Should be immediately implemented.
She was asked if a week is an acceptable time period to wait before implementing a new intervention. She stated, No.
At 10:52 a.m., the DON was asked how staff know what interventions are in place for a resident who is at risk for falls. She
 stated, The care plan.
She was asked if the resident had experienced any falls since admission to the facility. She stated the resident had a fall
 on 01/30/17. She further stated the resident had turned her air mattress up to firm and had slid off onto the floor. She
 stated the resident had been reeducated to not keep her air mattress so firm.
She was notified there were no new intervention added to the care plan after the resident's fall. She was asked if a new
 intervention should be implemented after a fall. She stated, Yes, one should be in place after each fall.
She was notified the resident's treatment administration record was updated a week after the fall with an intervention to
 monitor the setting on the resident's air mattress. She asked if she would consider this timely implementation of a new
 intervention to prevent recurrent falls. She stated, No.
She was asked how it is determined if a fall intervention is appropriate for a resident. She stated falls and interventions
 are discussed with risk management and daily during the facility fall meeting.
She was notified the resident reported during an interview her preference is to keep her bed firmer. She was asked if she
 was aware of the resident's preference. She stated she was not. She was then asked if the ordered intervention was
 appropriate for the resident when her preference was taken into consideration. She stated it was not.
She was asked what she would consider as a firm setting on the resident's air mattress. She stated, I would not want it
 above seven to eight.
She was asked to review the resident's treatment administration record. She was asked if she could determine what setting
 staff should monitor for by reviewing the order. She stated, It doesn't say.

3. Resident #405 was admitted to the facility on [DATE] with [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].

F 0333

Level of harm - Minimal
harm or potential for actual
harm

Residents Affected - Some

Make sure that residents are safe from serious medication errors.
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
*****CORRECTION*****
§483.45(f) Medication Errors.
The facility must ensure that its-
§483.45(f)(2) Residents are free of any significant medication errors.
Based on interview and record review, it was determined the facility failed to ensure residents were free from significant
 medication errors related to the failure to provide a topical antibiotic for a resident with a skin infection for one
 (#210) of six sampled residents whose records were reviewed regarding medications. The facility identified 102 residents
 received medications. Findings:
Resident #210 had [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A physician's orders [REDACTED].[MEDICATION NAME] to edge of mouth BID x 7d Dx-Impetigo .
A monthly physician's orders [REDACTED].[MEDICATION NAME] Ointment 2% (Mupirocin) Apply to edge of mouth topically
every day
 and evening shift for impetigo for 7 days .Start Date 01/31/17 End date 02/07/17 .
A treatment administration sheet, dated January 2017, documented, [MEDICATION NAME] Ointment 2% Apply to edge of mouth
 topically every day and evening shift for impetigo for 7 days-Start Date- 01/31/17 .
On 02/15/17 at 10:15 a.m., the DON and regional nurse consultant were asked about the process for ordering and receiving
 medications. The DON stated the admit nurse took all new physicians' orders from the clinical records and faxed them to the
 pharmacy. She stated there was a four hour window for new medications to be received and if they were unable to receive
 them in that time length they used a local pharmacy for backup deliveries. She stated if a physician's orders [REDACTED].
They were informed of the five day delay between the physician's orders [REDACTED]. They were asked why it took five days
 before the resident received the medication. The DON stated, It shouldn't have. We should have received it and I have a QA
 nurse who follows up on the orders. It should have been done. She stated they would try to find out what had occurred. They
 were asked for the policy regarding ordering, receiving, and administering medications.
At 11:33 a.m., the regional nurse consultant stated the medication was ordered and received the next day. She stated, The
 nurse failed to put it on the TAR and administer the medication. She was asked if the medication should have been started
 on the date it was ordered by the physician. She stated yes.
At 2:55 p.m., the DON stated there was not a policy regarding ordering and receiving medications.

F 0371

Level of harm - Minimal
harm or potential for actual
harm

Residents Affected - Many

Store, cook, and serve food in a safe and clean way

Based on observation, interview, and record review, it was determined the facility failed to:
~ensure the dish machine was working properly and
~ensure male staff were wearing beard guards while in the kitchen.
All 102 residents who resided in the facility received food from the kitchen.
Findings:
A dietary policy, documented, .Effectiveness .food employees shall wear hair restraints such as hats, hair coverings or
 nets, beard restraints, and clothing that covers body hair, that are designed and worn to effectively keep their hair from
 contacting exposed food; clean equipment, utensils, and linens; and unwrapped single-service and single-use articles .
On 02/06/17 at 9:20 a.m., - dietary aide #1 was asked to run the dishmachine. She ran the dishmachine three times. The third
 time, the temperature for the wash was 112 degrees Fahrenheit, the rinse was 115 degrees Fahrenheit, and the chlorine PPM
 was 100. The NSF label documented, Wash 120 degrees, Rinse 120 degrees, and chlorine 50 PPM.
At 9:25 a.m., cook #1 was observed standing at the stove cooking eggs. The cook was observed with a short beard and
 mustache. He did not have a beard guard on to cover the beard and mustache.
At 9:30 a.m., the dietary manager was notified that the dish machine had not reached the required temperatures.
At 9:32 a.m., the dietary manager was asked when the service company had serviced the dish machine. He stated, They came out
 in January because the dishwasher wasn't working and placed a booster on the machine and then we haven't had any problems
 since then, until now. He stated, We have a hot water tank that's out right now.
The dietary manager was informed not to use the dishmachine until it was fixed and to use paper products in the meantime.
At 10:04 a.m., the dietary manager was asked to provide copies of the water temperature logs.
The dishmachine and PH temperature checks sheet, dated January 1st through the 7th 2017, documented, Not working for each
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F 0371

Level of harm - Minimal
harm or potential for actual
harm

Residents Affected - Many

(continued... from page 17)
 meal.
At 11:35 a.m., the dietary manager requested to recheck the dishmachine while the dishmachine technician was in the
 building. Upon entering the kitchen, the maintenance supervisor and the technician were in the kitchen. The maintenance
 supervisor stated, The building has a two tank system. One hot water tank is not working. We only have one tank for the
 laundry and kitchen. When laundry is running, cold water is coming into the dishmachine.
The dishmachine technician stated, The booster is set to right temperature. If hot water tank depletes then it won't get up
 to temp.
The maintenance supervisor was asked what they were doing to fix the second hot water tank. He stated, We have been without
 the hot water tank for a couple years. I have put bids in for hot water tanks, but still not here.
At 12:41 p.m., cook #1 was observed in the kitchen serving food. The cook was not wearing a beard guard.
At 12:57 p.m., cook #1 was observed with a beard guard on to cover his beard, but not his mustache.
On 02/08/17 at 4:00 p.m., dietary aide #2 was observed not wearing a beard guard or a hair net.
On 02/15/17 at 8:55 a.m., upon entering the kitchen, cook #1 was observed with a short clean cut beard and mustache. He was
 not wearing a beard guard.
At 10:34 a.m., cook #1 was observed in the kitchen not wearing a beard guard.
At 10:53 a.m., the dietary manager was asked what the policy was for staff to cover facial hair. He stated, He's supposed to
 have a beard guard.
He was asked why the cook was not wearing a beard guard. He stated, He's been told.

F 0502

Level of harm - Minimal
harm or potential for actual
harm

Residents Affected - Few

Give or get quality lab services/tests in a timely manner to meet the needs of residents.
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
Based on observation, interview, and record review, it was determined the facility failed to obtain laboratory tests as
 ordered by the physician for one (#133) of 40 residents who were reviewed regarding laboratory orders. This had the
 potential to affect 102 residents who resided in the facility. Findings:
1. Resident #133 was admitted to the facility on [DATE] with [DIAGNOSES REDACTED].
A nurse's note, dated 01/05/17 at 8:54 p.m., documented, . Arrived at facility .approx. 1400 (2:00 p.m.) .Res able to answer
 most questions approp, then had intermittent confusion as to where and when and how she got here. numerous redirections
 needed .
A nurse's note, dated 01/10/17 at 10:24 a.m., documented, .spoke with resident's (family member). He states concerns
 regarding increased confusion, stated he spoke with nurse yesterday voicing concerns. He requested resident be tested for
 possible UTI, and request to speak with doctor. I spoke with (physician name withheld), repeated concerns, (physician name
 withheld) to follow up with resident, and nurse to call spouse back with update .
A nurse's note, dated 01/16/17 at 12:25 p.m., documented, .Resident remains on antibiotic therapy [MEDICATION NAME] for UTI.
 Tolerating well. C/o significant pain upon getting out of the bed. Participated in therapy, took meds, ate meals, requires
 extensive assist with transfers. Prefers to lay in bed, eyes generally closed, resting quietly. Voices needs but tangential
 in information provided. Requires extensive assist with toileting and adls. Call light w/in reach, VS stable .
A nurse's note, dated 01/20/17 at 1:56 p.m., documented, .Resident completing [MEDICATION NAME] for UTI today, tolerated
 therapy well and without complaint .
An admission assessment, dated 01/12/17, documented the resident was severely impaired in cognitive skills for daily
 decision making.
A physician's orders [REDACTED].(check) UA c culture .
A nurse's note, dated 02/06/17 at 1:51 p.m., documented, .Resident observed in the floor by .from therapy. Upon entering the
 room resident observed laying on her right side on the floor. Resident unable to provide an account as to what had
 occurred. Resident had been in the Geri-chair that is used for comfort due to her fractured pelvis; however, today resident
 present figety (sic), restless, with increased psychomotor agiation (sic). Resident's conversation is illogical and
 irrational, praying to God frequently and c/o pain within her normal general complaints previously noted.
On 02/06/17 at 3:29 p.m., the resident was observed in her room. The resident was turned around in bed, with her feet at the
 head of the bed, her head hanging slightly off the foot of the bed, and without clothing from her waist down. The
 resident's lower body was exposed.
A nurse's note, dated 02/06/17 at 8:18 p.m., documented, .resident in her bed resident fell on the floor off the side of the
 bed she has a noticeable hematoma to the right side of her forehead resident denies pain or disocomfort (sic) rom wnl
 resident assisted back to bed c/l in reach .
On 02/07/17 at 3:30 p.m., the resident was observed in bed visiting with her family. Her speech was nonsensical, and the
 resident was not oriented to time or place.
Review of a hospital urinalysis result sheet, dated 02/07/17 at 10:00 p.m., revealed the following lab values indicative of
 a urinary tract infection:
~ Leukocyte Esterase - 3+ (normal - negative);
~ White blood cells - 78 (normal - less than 5); and
~ Bacteria - 4+ (normal - none).
On 02/13/17 at 3:05 p.m., the DON provided an updated copy of an incident report for one of the falls the resident had on
 02/06/17. The report documented, .Investigation showed probable cause likely behavior secondary to presence of UTI with ABX
 tx in place . The DON was asked where that investigative information came from. She stated it was in the resident's
 progress notes. The progress notes were reviewed. The last note regarding a urinary tract infection was 01/20/17 when it
 was documented the resident had completed antibiotic treatment for [REDACTED].
At 3:16 p.m., The DON stated during the morning meeting on 02/07/17, the IDT group had discussed the possibility of the
 resident having another urinary tract infection and the doctor ordered a urinalysis. She was asked where the information
 regarding that was. She stated there was no documentation of the morning meeting. She stated a urinalysis was completed at
 the hospital, and she provided a copy of the hospital urinalysis results.
At 3:43 p.m., RN #2 was asked what the facility's process was for obtaining labs when ordered by the physician. She stated
 the admissions nurse would put the order in the computer.
At 3:47 p.m., the admissions nurse was asked what the facility's process was for obtaining labs when ordered by the
 physician. She stated the orders were written on a progress note and then she put the orders into the computer and the lab
 was scheduled. She was asked what occurred if an order was given on the weekend. She stated in order to obtain a lab on the
 weekends, it would have to be ordered stat. She was asked to see if the urinalysis order, received on 02/04/17 was ordered
 on the day it was received. She reviewed the computer records and stated she put the order in on 02/06/17. She was asked
 why the order had not been put in on 02/04/17. She stated, I can't answer. It wouldn't have been run until Monday anyway
 because he didn't order it as a stat.
On 02/14/17 at 9:35 a.m., the DON was asked who ordered the lab on 02/04/17. She stated it was the resident's primary care
 physician. She was asked why he ordered the lab. She stated, Mainly because she had a UTI and was still having behaviors
 and wanted to follow up with another UA.
The DON was asked when the lab was obtained. She stated, We had an order, but it didn't get done before she went to the
 hospital.
The DON was asked why the lab was not obtained. She stated, I could not tell you that. It should have been. If it falls on
 the weekend, we do it the next Monday. It should have been.
The DON was asked why the facility waited until Monday to order the lab. She stated, We don't have normal lab hours on the
 weekend. She was asked if this was a normal, routine lab for the resident. She stated, He didn't write stat so technically
 it is, but that doesn't mean they couldn't have called and got a stat order.
The DON was asked what the working hours were for the admissions nurse. She stated she started work between 11:00 a.m. and
 12:00 p.m., depending on the number of admissions. She was asked if the admissions nurse put the lab orders into the
 computer. She stated, Yes, most of them. The DON was asked if it was at least 48 hours between the time the order was
 received and the time it was input into the computer. She stated, Yes, that is what that would be.
She was asked what the process was for monitoring to ensure ordered labs are done. She stated, We have a QA nurse, they
 follow the orders and they pull off the orders from the labs.
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F 0502

Level of harm - Minimal
harm or potential for actual
harm

Residents Affected - Few

(continued... from page 18)
On 02/15/17 at 2:55 p.m., the DON stated, We do not have a policy and procedure for obtaining labs.

F 0520

Level of harm - Minimal
harm or potential for actual
harm

Residents Affected - Some

Set up an ongoing quality assessment and assurance group to review quality deficiencies
 quarterly, and develop corrective plans of action.
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
Based on observation, record review, and interviews, it was determined the facility failed to have an effective quality
 assessment and assurance program in place to identify problems and develop and implement plans of action to correct quality
 deficiencies, which would in turn ensure the nursing staff provided nursing and related services to enable residents to
 achieve and maintain their highest practicable well-being. This had the potential to affect 102 of 102 residents who
 resided in the facility.
Findings:
1. The facility failed to identify and provide treatment to prevent the development of an avoidable pressure ulcer for two
 (#375 and #385) of three sampled residents who were reviewed for pressure ulcers.
The facility identified 12 residents who had pressure ulcers.
~Resident # 385 had multiple untreated unstageable pressure ulcers to his buttocks and penis.
Refer to F314.
2. The facility failed to provide supervision to prevent falls and to consistently identify and implement interventions to
 aid in the prevention of falls for one (#133) of seven residents who were reviewed for falls, wandering, and smoking.
The facility identified 69 residents as having falls in the last 99 days.
On 02/08/17 at 1:51 p.m., the DON and the corporate nurse were asked how the facility's fall policy and procedure worked.
 She stated there was a risk management form the nurses completed initially after a fall and the nurses could implement any
 interventions that were needed immediately. She stated the falls were discussed during each morning meeting to ensure that
 interventions were put into place. She was asked when a root cause analysis of the fall was completed. She stated there was
 a fall scene investigation report that was done when falls occurred. She stated those forms were turned into the QA
 committee and follow-up was completed on the next day.
Refer to F323.
3. The facility failed to assess and monitor for neurological changes following an unwitnessed fall and a fall resulting in
 a head injury for one (#133) of two residents who were reviewed for falls.
The facility identified 69 residents as having falls in the last 99 days.
On 02/13/17 at 2:06 p.m., the QA nurse, who was working as the charge nurse for hall 300, was asked when staff completed
 neurological checks. She stated if a resident sustained [REDACTED]. She was asked if the staff would complete neurological
 checks if a resident had an unwitnessed fall. She stated yes, if they thought the resident might have hit their head.
The QA nurse was asked where the neurological checks would be documented. She stated in the computerized record. She was
 asked to review the documentation to see if there was documentation of neurological checks for the resident. She reviewed
 the record and stated there was none.
Refer to F309.
4. The facility failed to obtain laboratory tests as ordered by the physician for one (#133) of 40 residents who were
 reviewed regarding laboratory orders.
This had the potential to affect 102 residents who resided in the facility.
On 02/14/17 at 9:35 a.m., the DON was asked what the process was for monitoring to ensure ordered labs were done. She
 stated, We have a QA nurse, they follow the orders and they pull off the orders from the labs.
Refer to F502.
5. The facility failed to ensure residents were free from significant medication errors related to the failure to provide a
 topical antibiotic for a resident with a skin infection for one (#210) of six sampled residents whose records were reviewed
 regarding medications.
The facility identified 102 residents received medications.
On 02/15/17 at 10:15 a.m., the DON and the regional nurse consultant were informed of the five day delay between the
 physician's orders [REDACTED]. They were asked why it took five days before the resident received the medication. The DON
 stated, It shouldn't have. We should have received it and I have a QA nurse who follows up on the orders. It should have
 been done.
Refer to F333.
6. The facility failed to provide care in a manner which promoted quality of life for seven (#49, #56, #206, #210, #219,
 #258, and #401) of 40 residents who were reviewed regarding dignity.
The facility identified 102 residents resided at the facility. Findings:
On 02/15/17 at 10:30 a.m., the DON was asked how long it should take staff to answer a call light. She stated they should
 answer as quickly as possible and not longer than 10 to 15 minutes. She stated, That would be too long. She stated they had
 plenty of staff and she did not know why it would take so long to answer a call light. She was asked if she was aware of
 staff taking up to one hour to answer call lights or speaking to residents in an unkind manner. She stated, No, absolutely
 not. She was asked if it was appropriate for staff to speak to residents in an unkind manner. She stated no. She stated she
 had been made aware of some concerns the previous day regarding call lights not answered timely, staff not speaking
 appropriately to residents, and was doing an investigation. She was asked if the facility had a policy regarding dignity.
At 2:55 p.m., the DON stated there was not a policy regarding dignity.
Refer to F241.
On 02/15/17 at 10:34 a.m., the DON and the administrator were asked how they addressed issues that have been identified in
 your QA. The DON stated, If nursing identifies issues we take them to the Administrator and then they are addressed in the
 QA. She was asked if she attended the QA meetings. She stated, Yes. She was asked if pressure ulcers was addressed in the
 last meeting.
At 10:39 a.m., the administrator stated, Usually, when we find something we have a form that staff can fill out and we would
 address it in the meeting.
They were asked when they held their last QA meeting. They stated the meeting was on 01/26 or 01/27/17. They were asked if
 they had addressed pressure ulcers, dignity, and staffing issues in the last meeting. The administrator stated, We always
 discuss wounds. We discussed falls. We didn't discuss dignity or staffing.
The administrator and the DON were asked what method was used to develop an action plan. The administrator and the DON
 stated, Auditing and try to find out where we are lacking. The IDT team would get together to determine the root cause of
 the problem and implement an action.
The administrator stated, We have some actions plans now being implemented. We didn't do anything different with our action
 plans for falls but we added/implemented a wound consultant in the past six months.
The DON stated, We added a wound assessment for each wound not just a body assessment weekly. So each wound is being
 assessed weekly. She was asked when the assessment had been implemented. She stated, Probably a month or two ago.
The administrator and the DON were asked if their QA was effective. The administrator stated, The whole team meets
 regularly. We still have some recurring issues. Yes, I think we have a good committee.
The administrator and the DON were asked if the QA had addressed the call lights not being answered and staff not able to
 answer them in a timely manner. The administrator stated, We had an issue with staff at nights and we added another staff
 person. We now have 6 instead of 5.
At 4:20 p.m., the DON was asked for the QA policy and procedures.
At 4:28 p.m., the DON stated, We do not have a QA policy. We just use the regs.
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